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SUMMARY 
Most of the existing commercial transmission load-flow packages have the capability of 
solving large balanced transmission systems using little computer memory and time 
processing. These tools are very efficient and accurate when a three-phase system can be 
represented by its positive-sequence equivalent circuit. Distribution systems are mostly 
unbalanced and radial, which makes the utilization of fast iterative sweep solvers for their 
analysis very attractive. The efficiency reached by most commercial load-flow software 
overcomes the lack of accuracy and precision caused by the modeling simplifications and 
assumptions made by both transmission and distributions simulation software. Typical 
system features and assumptions are: uncoupled devices, balanced loads, perfect line 
transposition, implicit neutral wire conductor and ground representation, and weakly 
meshed distribution systems. However, the interest for modeling more accurate real 
networks and solving complex integrated transmission-distribution systems has 
substantially increased among the operating and planning power system specialists. 
The contribution of the present research work consists in the development of a 
multi-phase load-flow algorithm with the capability to model any coupled device and 
network features found in power systems along with to solve all the complexities 
mentioned above. The proposed methodology utilizes a positive sequence-based 
commercial load-flow solver. It relies on the use of positive-sequence equivalent circuits 
to represent all multi-phase electro-magnetically coupled devices found in transmission 
and distribution networks. Although uncoupled device models have previously been 
developed, none of those models has been implemented in an integral load-flow 
algorithm capable of solving complex composed transmission-distribution systems. 
The simulation results were validated with the EMTP-RV load-flow package, 
which is the only commercial load-flow package known to the author that is capable of 
modeling and solving large and complex multi-phase networks. The validation test cases 
proved that the proposed algorithm has good numerical accuracy and robustness. The 
efficiency attained for large networks is comparable to the standard simulation 
performance exhibited by EMTP-RV. 
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CONDENSE EN FRANCAIS 
1 INTRODUCTION 
La plupart des analyses d'ecoulements de puissance dans les reseaux electriques sont 
executees pour des reseaux equilibres, permettant une representation monophasee ou de 
sequence positive des lignes, des transformateurs, des charges et autres dispositifs. 
Cependant, il existe des cas pour lesquels cette representation n'est pas assez precise, 
comme c'est souvent le cas avec des systemes de distribution non equilibres, ou des 
systemes de transmission ou les lignes ne sont pas transposees et pour lesquels 
l'accouplement electromagnetique ne peut etre neglige. Par consequent, une 
representation plus precise de tous les composants trouves dans les reseaux electriques est 
fortement souhaitable et necessaire pour surmonter ces complexites. 
Beaucoup de methodologies d'ecoulement de puissance et de solutions numeriques 
ont ete proposees ces dernieres annees, certaines d'entre elles ont ete mises en application 
dans differents logiciels commerciaux, mais aucune d'elles n'a ete developpee pour 
resoudre des configurations peu communes que Ton retrouve souvent dans les systemes 
de distribution comportant le fil de neutre et la representation de la terre. 
2 OBJECTIF ET METHODOLOGIE 
L'objectif du present travail est de developper un algorithme qui permette de resoudre 
des ecoulements de puissance multiphases non equilibres pour des systemes de 
transmission et de distribution, en utilisant un programme existant d'ecoulement de 
puissance monophase a sequence positive. La methodologie utilisee propose une 
representation monophasee et electromagnetiquement desaccouplee de tous les 
composants habituellement presents dans les reseaux electriques tels que les generateurs, 
les lignes de transmission, les cables, les transformateurs, les compensateurs shunt, les 
charges, et les dispositifs de reglage de tension. 
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La methodologie suivie dans cette recherche considere en premier lieu la 
modelisation de chacun des composants des reseaux multiphases dans une representation 
monophasee, ce qui implique la modelisation de tous les accouplements 
electromagnetiques presents dans chacun de ces composants. En second lieu, un 
algorithme d'ecoulement de puissance est developpe pour resoudre ces reseaux 
equivalents monophases. L'algorithme, ecrit dans Fortran-95, est base sur la 
methodologie conventionnelle d'ecoulement de puissance a sequence positive de 
Newton-Raphson. 
Finalement, etant donne qu'une validation des resultats est exigee, l'outil 
d'ecoulement de puissance multiphase du logiciel EMTP-RV [1] a ete employe a cet effet 
du a sa renommee de performance et d'efficacite. En outre, le solutionneur iteratif 
d'ecoulement de puissance pour systemes de distribution CYMDIST [2] a ete egalement 
utilise pour comparer l'exactitude et l'efficacite de la methodologie proposee pour des 
systemes equilibres et parfaitement transposes. 
3 CONTRIBUTION DU PROJET DE RECHERCHE 
La contribution principale de cette recherche consiste au developpement d'un 
programme dans un environnement de sequence positive capable de modeliser: 
• Generateurs et transformateurs avec differents raccordements. 
• Lignes multiphasees electromagnetiquement couplees et decouplees avec des 
hauts et bas rapports RIX. 
• Lignes de un, deux, trois et quatre fils comprenant la representation explicite de 
fil de neutre et de la terre. 
• Reseaux radiaux et fortement boucles comprenant des lignes transposees et non 
transposees. 
• Charges non equilibrees a puissance, courant et impedance constantes reliees en 
delta ou en etoile ainsi que des charges branchees entre phases, phase et neutre et 
phases fusionnees. 
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• Ample rangee de tensions : des extra hautes tensions aux tensions residentielles de 
distribution. 
Bien que les dispositifs a tension commandes, tels que les regulateurs automatiques 
de tension ou les condensateurs a tension commandes, n'aient pas ete inclus dans la 
portee de cette recherche, ils peuvent etre facilement incorpores au moyen d'un processus 
iteratif. Ainsi, ces dispositifs n'imposent pas une limitation a la methodologie developpee. 
La plupart des limitations de convergence dans les solutionneurs d'ecoulement de 
puissance iteratifs au balayage arriere-avant («Backward-forward sweep») non 
equilibres, disparaissent avec la methodologie proposee dans ce travail, ce qui correspond 
a une des contributions principales de ce travail de recherche. Bien que le temps de 
simulation de la methodologie proposee demeure encore eleve compare aux methodes 
iteratives rapides pour de grands systemes, la capacite d'obtenir des resultats precis est 
une contribution valable; particulierement en considerant l'augmentation de la 
performance dans l'execution du calcul et la capacite de memoire des actuels processeurs. 
II existe presentement dans l'industrie, plusieurs outils commerciaux qui offrent la 
possibility de resoudre des systemes equilibres de transmission ou des systemes de 
distribution non equilibres avec ses lignes idealement transposees, mais peu d'entre eux 
peuvent resoudre des systemes multiphases complexes et des systemes de transmission et 
de distribution composes. L'algorithme presente dans cette recherche est une 
methodologie appropriee et facile a implementer pour resoudre ces systemes complexes. 
4 SOMMAIRE DU RAPPORT 
Le chapitre 2 presente une description complete des plus importantes methodologies 
d'ecoulements de puissance triphases et des solutions numeriques. La portee et les 
limitations de ces techniques sont egalement discutees. Une attention particuliere est 
portee aux methodologies de solution utilisees par les logiciels d'ecoulement de 
puissance EMTP-RV et CYMDIST. Dans le chapitre 3, les modeles equivalents 
monophases desaccouples de differents dispositifs des reseaux sont derives. La 
methodologie et la structure de l'algorithme d'ecoulement de puissance triphase sont 
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presentees dans le chapitre 4. Un cas d'epreuve simple est presente a la fin de ce chapitre 
afin de mieux comprendre la fonctionnalite de l'algorithme developpe. Le chapitre 5 
decrit trois cas d'epreuves utilisees a des fins de validation. Les resultats recueillis 
d'EMTP-RV, CYMDIST et l'algorithme developpe sont compares et discutes. Bien que 
la validation de l'exactitude de la methodologie proposee soit le but principal de cette 
validation, un cas additionnel d'epreuve est inclus a la fin du chapitre 5 pour comparer la 
performance et la robustesse de la methodologie proposee aux deux outils commerciaux 
utilises. 
5 CIRCUITS EQUIVALENTS MONOPHASES DES DISPOSITIFS TRIPHASES 
MUTUELLEMENT COUPLES 
La methodologie originellement proposee dans [35] et [37] comporte une 
representation electromagnetiquement decouplee de tous les composants des reseaux. 
Cette representation monophasee decouplee peut etre facilement derivee et comprise en 
termes de la theorie de graphiques elementaires, et une fois cela fait, les elements des 
branches peuvent etre determines par inspection pour la majorite des cas. Les elements 
decouples resultants peuvent etre facilement ajoutes a la matrice d'admittance du reseau, 
independamment de la taille du systeme, apres application de l'inversion d'une petite 
matrice d'impedance primitive symetrique. Cette methode est exacte et numeriquement 
stable, et elle s'est montree robuste pour les systemes de transmission et de distribution 
autant theoriques que pratiques. 
A. Representation des lignes et des cables 
Une ligne triphasee equilibree est typiquement representee par son impedance serie a 
sequence positive, en plus de deux admittances paralleles (modele 7i). Dans la 
methodologie proposee, une section de ligne triphasee est representee par 21 lignes, ou 
15 d'entre elles representent la matrice d'impedance et les 6 autres, les accouplements 
mutuels capacitifs tel qu'indique dans la figure 3.2. 
La matrice d'admittance YBUS_L pour la ligne triphasee, montree dans la figure 3.2, est 
formee en multipliant l'inverse de la matrice d'impedance primitive Zprim par sa matrice 
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d'incidence noeud-branche [37] correspondante. La matrice resultante est montree dans 
1'equation (3.15). 
Le modele de ligne a trois fils, derive auparavant, peut representer soit une ligne 
triphasee, une ligne biphasee avec le fil neutre, ou une ligne monophasee avec le fil de 
neutre et la terre. 
Le modele de ligne a deux fils peut representer une ligne biphasee ou une ligne 
monophasee avec le neutre ou la terre, done il est extremement utile pour l'analyse de 
reseaux de distribution. Sa representation est semblable a celle de la ligne a trois fils mais 
le nombre de lignes artificielles est de 6. Pour le cas d'une section de ligne triphasee a 
quatre fils, qui peut representer une ligne triphasee avec le fil de neutre ou la terre, ou une 
ligne biphasee avec le fil de neutre et la terre, le nombre de lignes artificielles est de 28. 
Ce modele peut etre derive de la meme facon que pour le modele de ligne triphasee. Cette 
meme methodologie peut aussi etre appliquee pour representer les modeles de sections de 
cables multiphases couples. 
B. Representation de transformateurs 
La methode pour modeliser le transformateur a ete proposee en premier par Chen 
dans [39]. Celui-ci calcule fondamentalement la matrice d'incidence constitute par le 
raccordement d'unites de transformateurs monophases. Tous les modeles typiques de 
raccordements de transformateur peuvent etre derives avec cette methodologie, y compris 
les raccordements peu communs souvent trouves dans des systemes de distribution. 
Fondees sur l'hypofhese des transformateurs monophases relies pour former des 
transformateurs triphases, les matrices d'incidence du transformateur sont developpees en 
suivant la meme approche nodale que pour le modele de ligne. Ainsi, la matrice YBUS_T 
resultant d'un transformateur triphase de branchement delta-etoile a la terre est montre 
dans l'equation (3.26), ou y, correspond a l'admittance de fuite d'unite des 
transformateurs monophases et les parametres a, |3 represented la prise de tension hors 
nominal sur les cotes primaires et secondaires du transformateur, respectivement [39]. 
Par inspection de la matrice d'admittance de noeuds (3.26), le modele du transformateur 
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triphase avec ses lignes artificielles de couplage peut etre facilement derive, et le circuit 
resultant est montre dans la figure 3.4. 
D'autres raccordements de transformateurs, dont les modeles ont ete developpes dans 
[42], sont les transformateurs avec raccordements etoile-delta ouvert et delta ouvert-delta 
ouvert. Ces raccordements permettent de fournir, par exemple, un reseau biphase avec le 
fil de neutre a partir d'un systeme triphase dans le cote du primaire, permettant 
l'alimentation des charges biphasees ou monophasees a neutre, typiques dans des 
systemes de distribution. Generalement les charges de distribution sont non equilibrees, 
impliquant le fait d'avoir des charges monophasees et triphasees presentes dans la meme 
artere. Ainsi, les transformateurs de distribution triphases a quatre fils avec prise milieu 
(« Mid-Tap ») du cote du secondaire sont tres typiques dans les reseaux de distribution 
[44]. Ces transformateurs se composent d'un transformateur monophase avec trois fils au 
secondaire, deux fils pour les phases plus un fil de neutre, ou un ou deux transformateurs 
monophases avec seulement deux fils de phase. Les transformateurs de distribution 
triphases a quatre fils permettent d'operer dans des situations non equilibrees et 
contribuent a fournir des charges triphasees et monophasees. 
C. Representation du Generateur 
Une source triphasee est representee par son circuit equivalent de Thevenin incluant 
ses tensions de noeuds internes et sa matrice d'impedance equivalente de Thevenin. Pour 
un noeud de reference, le vecteur de tension est connu et les puissances active et reactive 
sont determinees par l'ecoulement de puissance du systeme. Pour un noeud PV, 
l'amplitude de la tension sur la phase a et la puissance active sont connues, et Tangle de 
tension et la puissance reactive sont des variables inconnues. Des sources triphasees sont 
typiquement representees dans des simulateurs a sequence positive par un generateur 
monophase et son impedance de source interne. Puisque les impedances internes sont 
couplees dans de vrais generateurs, un generateur triphase peut etre modelise utilisant 
trois generateurs a sequence positive en plus d'un modele de ligne triphasee tel que 
montre dans la figure 3.14. Ainsi, les impedances internes des trois generateurs Za, Zb, et 
Zc sont fixees a zero et la matrice d'impedance interne est representee avec un modele 
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equivalent de ligne triphasee decouplee. Dans ce cas-ci, la tension dans le noeud de 
reference sera la tension au terminal du noeud de la phase a Va (voir figure 3.14), et la 
magnitude de la tension interne du generateur sera calculee iterativement. Etant donne 
que les tensions internes doivent etre les memes dans chacune des trois phases du 
generateur, les amplitudes de tension dans les phases b et c (Eb et Ec) sont forcees a etre 
egal a Ea a chaque iteration. Les angles de phase 6a, 6b, et le 6C sont places a 0°, 120°, et -
120° respectivement au noeud des sources internes. Le dephasage du au raccordement des 
transformateurs mene ou traine Tangle d'initialisation, ce qui devrait etre represente dans 
la valeur initiale de tous les noeuds en aval de ces transformateurs. 
D. Representation de la charge et dujil de neutre 
Des modeles typiques de charge connus sous le nom d'impedance constante, courant 
constant, et puissance constante peuvent etre modelises avec la methodologie proposee. 
Les charges a puissance constante equilibrees peuvent etre facilement representees dans 
un logiciel d'ecoulement de puissance a sequence positive en definissant explicitement 
les valeurs de P et de Q comme charge equilibree mise a une terre infinie. Cependant, 
dans des systemes de distribution non equilibres, les charges sont souvent reliees au fil de 
neutre ou entre phases, done, la representation a sequence positive ne fonctionne pas 
correctement. 
On propose ici une methode iterative basee sur la dependance qu'ont les impedances 
sur la tension, ou l'impedance de charge est une fonction de la tension appliquee. En 
utilisant ces representations de charge nous pouvons modeliser toutes sortes de charges 
trouvees dans des systemes de distribution. Le raccordement de charges mono, bi, et 
triphasees raccordees en delta ou etoile, etant equilibrees ou non equilibrees, peut etre 
represente avec cette methode iterative. Les logiciels conventionnels d'ecoulement de 
puissance a sequence positive n'incluent pas une representation explicite ni du fil neutre 
ni de la resistivite a la terre. Au contraire, ils assument toujours des systemes triphases 
equilibres avec une resistivite de terre infinie pour les charges, les transformateurs et les 
generateurs. Dans la methodologie proposee, le fil de neutre et la terre peuvent etre 
representes de facon explicite [22]. La terre infinie, ou le noeud de tension de reference 
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zero, est explicitement incluse dans la methodologie proposee, et, a cet effet, un noeud de 
tension zero doit etre modelise. 
La representation d'un noeud de reference a tension zero, obtenue en ajoutant un noeud 
PV a chaque noeud qui est raccorde a la terre, s'est revelee etre la methode la plus 
efficace pour representer un noeud ou la tension et la puissance sont egales a zero. En 
ajoutant une contrainte nulle dans un noeud de reference PV, il est possible de representer 
la terre infinie dans n'importe quel systeme en utilisant un logiciel d'ecoulement de 
puissance a sequence positive. 
E. Conditions initiates 
Une approximation d'initialisation favorable est parfois necessaire pour une 
convergence reussie de grands reseaux quand la methode de Newton-Raphson est 
employee. Le depart a 1.0 p.u., (« flat start ») ou des grandeurs de tension sont placees 
egales a leurs valeurs programmers (ou valeurs nominales) et ou les angles sont egaux a 
la tension de noeud de reference, est habituellement suffisant. Ainsi, dans un programme 
triphase, les angles a chaque noeud sont equivalents a Tangle du noeud de reference et 
habituellement places a 0°, -120°, et +120° pour les phases a, b et c respectivement. II y 
a quelques situations pour lesquelles cette premiere approximation n'est pas suffisamment 
un bon depart. On a constate que le depart a 1.0 p.u., suivi d'un cycle de deplacements 
successifs sans sur-correction, est fortement favorable. Dans une serie de cas, la solution 
precedente est habituellement un bon debut pour le prochain cas. Cependant, puisque la 
methode converge rapidement d'un depart a 1.0 p.u. et que la verification des ajustements 
peut avoir lieu apres seulement deux iterations, il en resulte qu'il est peu interessant 
d'utiliser une autre methode d'initialisation. 
La methode d'ecoulement de puissance Gauss-Seidel utilise un temps de simulation 
tres bas pour chaque iteration. Ainsi l'idee d'employer cette methode pour etablir les 
conditions initiales pour la methode de Newton est tres attrayante pour de grands reseaux. 
Cependant, la methode d'initialisation choisie pour ce projet de recherche a ete le depart 
a 1.0 p.u. suivi d'un cycle de deplacements successifs des tensions [12]. 
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6 ALGORITHME D'ECOULEMENT DE PUISSANCE TRIPHASE 
L'algorithme developpe en Fortran-95 est compose de deux modules. Le premier 
module a comme fonction de modeliser et de convertir un reseau multiphase dans une 
representation equivalente de reseau monophase decouple. En raison du processus de 
conversion, un fichier de sortie de donnees est produit dans un format monophase 
approprie, qui sera lu par le solutionneur d'ecoulement de puissance a sequence positive. 
Le deuxieme module et le moteur principal correspond a un solutionneur d'ecoulement 
de puissance a sequence positive largement utilise dans l'industrie electrique. Une 
description generate de ralgorithme d'ecoulement de puissance triphase est montree dans 
le diagramme de flux de la figure 4.1. 
Pour l'entree des donnees, un format multiphase qui correspond a une modification du 
format de donnees standard de 1'IEEE pour l'echange de donnees d'ecoulement de 
puissance [46] a ete developpe. Le format de sortie des donnees inclut l'amplitude de la 
tension et Tangle de phase a chaque noeud du systeme. 
7 CAS D'EPREUVE ET VALIDATION DE RESULTATS 
Trois systemes d'epreuves ont ete employes pour comparer la precision, la 
performance, et la robustesse de la methodologie proposee. Le premier cas d'epreuve 
correspond a un systeme de distribution non equilibre de 34 noeuds d'lEEE presente par 
Ciric dans [22]. L'objectif de ce premier cas est de valider la precision des resultats des 
reseaux de distribution radiaux non equilibres en les comparant avec ceux d'EMTP-RV. 
Le solutionneur iteratif CYMDIST est inclus dans cette premiere epreuve de validation 
puisqu'une parfaite transposition de lignes a ete assumee dans le systeme. Le deuxieme 
cas d'epreuve presente correspond a un systeme de 40 noeuds developpe en vue de valider 
la plupart des dispositifs et les complexites trouvees dans des systemes de transmission et 
de distribution reels comme les generateurs, transformateurs avec differents 
raccordements, reseaux radiaux et boucles, lignes couplees et non transposees, lignes 
multiphasees, charges phase a neutre et entre phases et banques de condensateurs. 
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Puisque le logiciel CYMDIST ne peut resoudre des systemes comprenant des lignes 
non transposees, cette deuxieme epreuve s'est faite sans sa contribution. Le troisieme cas 
d'epreuve correspond a un tres grand reseau non equilibre, fortement boucle et avec des 
lignes idealement transposees d'environ 2,600 noeuds. Ce cas d'epreuve a ete employe 
pour valider la robustesse et la performance de l'algorithme developpe compare a EMTP-
RV et au logiciel iteratif rapide CYMDIST. 
A. Cas d'epreuve modifie de 1'IEEE de 34 noeuds 
Des tableaux 5.1 et 5.2, il peut etre observe que les resultats pour Pamplitude de 
tension et Tangle de phase a chaque noeud sont tout a fait semblables pour tous les trois 
solutionneurs. La plus grande erreur de magnitude de tension trouvee est seulement de 
0.28%, meme si la tension dans quelques noeuds est assez basse, ce qui montre 
egalement la robustesse de convergence de la methodologie proposee. Ce premier cas 
d'epreuve correspond a un systeme radial, non equilibre, idealement transpose et avec des 
charges monophasees et triphasees a puissance constante. 
B. Cas d'epreuve d'un reseau de Transmission et Distribution de 40 nceuds 
Les resultats obtenus pour l'amplitude et Tangle de phase a chaque noeud sont 
enumeres dans les tableaux 5.3 et 5.4. Le solutionneur iteratif rapide CYMDIST n'est pas 
inclus dans cette epreuve de validation du a ses limitations de convergence et a sa 
capacite de modelisation des systemes complexes. Les resultats obtenus avec la 
methodologie proposee sont tout a fait semblables a ceux obtenus avec EMTP-RV. 
L'erreur maximale de l'amplitude de tension trouvee etait 0.6%. Ces petites erreurs 
peuvent etre sensiblement reduites au minimum en employant une petite tolerance de 
convergence, et une grande precision numerique pour les charges et les parametres 
d'impedances. Seulement deux iterations sont necessaires pour atteindre la solution avec 
EMTP-RV et la methodologie proposee. 
C. Cas d'epreuve d'un reseau de Distribution de 2,600 nceuds 
Un troisieme cas d'epreuve impliquant un grand systeme de plus de 2,600 noeuds a 
ete simule afin de comparer la performance et la robustesse de la methodologie proposee 
avec EMTP-RV et CYMDIST. L'epreuve a ete realisee sur un ordinateur Pentium 4, avec 
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un processeur de vitesse de 2 gigahertz et une memoire de 512 Mb. Le temps de 
simulation et le nombre d'iterations pour chaque solutionneur sont presentes dans le 
tableau 5.5. Le temps de simulation presente inclut le temps de lecture de donnees, ce qui 
n'est pas negligeable pour de grands reseaux. Tenant compte que la methodologie 
proposee n'a pas ete optimisee en termes de programmation, le temps de simulation 
semble etre assez raisonnable. Le solutionneur iteratif rapide CYMDIST presente le plus 
bas temps de simulation, mais aussi le plus grand nombre d'iterations du au grand 
nombre de boucles dans le systeme. EMTP-RV prend moins de temps dans la lecture des 
donnees, mais en prends plus pour le processus iteratif en comparaison avec la 
methodologie proposee, ce qui semble etre un avantage pour cette derniere, compte tenu 
du fait que le processus de lecture de donnees peut etre facilement optimise. La 
robustesse d'EMTP-RV et de la methodologie proposee sont semblables, et meme 
superieures a celle du solutionneur rapide, tenant compte du nombre eleve d'iterations 
exigees par ce dernier pour converger. 
8 CONCLUSIONS 
Le present travail de recherche a consiste au developpement d'une methodologie pour 
resoudre des ecoulements de puissance multiphases, en utilisant un solutionneur 
d'ecoulement de puissance a sequence positive existant base sur la methodologie de 
Newton avec un solutionneur numerique direct et un arrangement optimal des matrices. 
L'integration des systemes de transmission et de distribution dans une seule simulation, 
ainsi que la capacite a modeliser, de facon precise, tous les dispositifs type trouves dans 
les systemes de transmission et de distribution reels, sont les principales contributions de 
ce travail de recherche. 
Les principaux avantages de la methodologie proposee et de l'algorithme developpe 
peuvent etre recapitules comme suit: 
• La capacite inherente de resoudre des systemes multiphases, ce qui est tres 
attrayant pour des applications de reseaux de distribution comportant une 
representation explicite du fil neutre et de la terre. Les systemes multiphases 
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incluent des sections de ligne avec n'importe quelle combinaison des conducteurs 
de phase et de fils neutre, tels que monophase, monophase avec neutre, biphase, 
biphase avec neutre, triphase, triphase avec neutre et ainsi de suite. 
• La capacite de modeliser des circuits multiphases paralleles avec leurs couplages 
electromagnetiquescorrespondants. 
• La representation explicite de differents types de charges telles que mono, bi ou 
triphases sont acceptees. 
• Des charges raccordees soit en delta ou en etoile etant equilibrees ou non 
equilibrees peuvent aussi etre modelisees. 
• Des lignes idealement transposees et non transposees peuvent etre modelisees 
avec cette methodologie du a sa capacite de representer les couplages 
electromagnetiques existants entre phases d'un circuit ou entre circuits de lignes 
voisins. 
• La capacite a simuler de grands systemes comprenant des reseaux boucles et 
radiaux du a sa formulation matricielle et a sa robustesse de convergence. 
• Toutes sortes de raccordements de transformateurs peuvent etre represented avec 
cette methodologie comprenant des raccordements peu communs trouves dans des 
reseaux de distribution tels que le transformateur avec raccordement en etoile ou 
delta ouvert, et celui avec prise milieu (« Mid-Tap »). 
• De grands rapports de tension {ymaxIVmir) aussi bien que de grands rapports de XIR 
pour les parametres de ligne sont egalement soutenus. 
• La possibility de modeliser et de simuler de grands reseaux de transmission et de 
distribution composes, et des configurations complexes telle que les charges en 
phases fusionnees, qui sont des charges reliees entre les phases de conducteurs de 
differentes arteres. 
Les resultats des simulations ont montre que la methodologie proposee est tres 
precise. L'erreur de tension la plus elevee est inferieure a 0.2% et elle pourrait augmenter 
a un maximum de 0.5% pour de grands rapports de tension dans les reseaux simules. 
Neanmoins, on peut eliminer cette petite erreur en considerant une plus grande precision 
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dans le calcul des parametres en par unite (« per unit »), reduisant de cette facon au 
minimum les erreurs numeriques approximatives. Le nombre d'iterations est bas et tres 
semblable a ce qui est obtenu avec EMTP-RV, confirmant la grande robustesse de la 
methodologie presentee. L'epreuve realisee pour le cas de 2,600 noeuds a prouve que le 
temps de simulation atteint par 1'algorithme developpe est pres du temps pris par EMTP-
RV. Le temps de simulation mesure dans tous les cas d'epreuve a inclus le temps pris 
pour la lecture de donnees et le temps d'execution. 
DEDICACE 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Power systems and load-flow 
Load-flow analysis is performed for the calculation of node voltages and active 
and reactive line flows for a given electrical network configuration and a given load and 
power generation. It is mostly used in power systems planning, and control and operation 
analysis of transmission and distribution systems for either steady state or dynamic 
operation initialization. 
Most load-flow analysis in transmission systems are executed for balanced 
networks, allowing a single-phase (or positive-sequence) representation of lines, loads 
and other devices. This representation is widely used for most software developers and 
users of load-flow applications. Positive-sequence load-flow assumptions such as perfect 
line transposition, balanced loads, and electromagnetically uncoupled lines have shown to 
be quite accurate simplifications for the performance and simulation of transmission 
networks. On the other hand, there are cases in which this representation is not accurate 
enough as is often the case with distribution systems. There are also transmission systems 
where non-transposed (untransposed) lines and electromagnetic coupling (mutual 
impedance) are present and cannot be neglected. As a result, a more accurate and full 
multi-phase representation of all components found in the electrical network is strongly 
desirable and needed to model those complex features. 
Many load-flow methodologies and numerical solutions have been proposed in 
the past years, and some of them have been implemented in different commercial 
software packages. However, not many of them have been oriented to solve unusual 
configurations that can be often found in distribution systems involving neutral wire 
conductor and ground representation. This is the domain of interest and the scope of this 
research work. 
? 
1.2 Research objective and methodology 
1.2.1 Objective 
The objective of this research is to develop an algorithm that permits to solve 
unbalanced multi-phase load-flow for transmission and distribution systems, using an 
existing positive-sequence load-flow solver. The methodology utilized involves a 
positive-sequence representation of all multi-phase electromagnetically coupled 
components present in electrical networks such as generators, transmission lines, cables, 
transformers, shunt and series compensators, loads, and voltage-controlled devices. The 
motivation for choosing this particular methodology comes from an interest of 
developing a multi-phase load-flow algorithm using as a solver engine a positive-
sequence software package readily available in the power industry. 
1.2.2 Methodology 
The methodology followed in this research considers several steps. First and 
foremost is the modeling of all four-, three-, double-, or single-phase network 
components in a positive-sequence representation, which involves the modeling of all 
electromagnetic couplings present in each of these components. 
Second, once all the devices are modeled, a load-flow algorithm is implemented 
to solve the positive-sequence equivalent network. The algorithm is based on a 
conventional positive-sequence Newton-Raphson load-flow methodology that will be 
discussed afterwards. This solver considers an efficient handling of the Jacobian matrix 
to solve the node voltages in the network. The algorithm was programmed in Fortran-95 
and considered a structured programming for the network devices modeling. 
Finally, provided that a validation of load-flow results is required, the software 
EMTP-RV was chosen as the benchmark tool due to its well-known and proven 
performance. EMTP-RV uses its own computational method to solve unbalanced load-
flow in the phase-domain [1]. In addition, the fast iterative backward-forward sweep 
solver CYMDIST, whose methodology is described in [2], is also used to compare the 
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performance against the proposed methodology for electromagnetically balanced network 
test cases. This validation involved the design and implementation of several test case 
systems in both CYMDIST and EMTP-RV graphical user interfaces (GUI). 
Furthermore, format data base conversion from EMTP-RV Netlist files to a 
modified IEEE format was required in order to compare large systems without the 
necessity of building huge test cases with the EMTP-RV or CYMDIST GUI. The IEEE 
modified format corresponds to an extension of the known IEEE common data format, 
and it permits to model multi-phase devices for load-flow analysis. This benchmark 
analysis includes not only a comparison of the accuracy of the proposed methodology, 
but also other features related to robustness and performance such as number of iterations 
and simulation time. 
1.3 Report outline 
Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive description of the most important existing 
three-phase load-flow methodologies and numerical solutions. Scope and limitations of 
those techniques are also discussed. Special attention is given to the EMTP-RV and the 
CYMDIST load-flow solution methodologies. In chapter 3, the positive-sequence 
equivalent models for electromagnetic coupled devices are derived. The methodology 
and structure of the multi-phase load-flow algorithm is presented in chapter 4. A simple 
test case is presented at the end of this chapter in order to better understand functionality 
of the developed algorithm. Chapter 5 describes three test cases used for validation 
purposes. Results gathered from EMTP-RV, CYMDIST and the developed algorithm are 
compared and discussed. Even though the accuracy validation of the proposed 
methodology is the main purpose of this validation benchmark, an additional test case is 
included at the end of Chapter 5 to compare the performance and robustness of the 
methodology against the two commercial packages. 
In chapter 6, the conclusion, recommendations and suggestions for further 
research are given. 
4 
1.4 Research contribution 
The major contribution of this research is the development of a positive-sequence 
environment program capable of accurately modeling: 
• Tens of thousands of busses of varied voltage levels to cover simultaneously 
generation, transmission, distribution, industrial, and residential networks. 
• Swing and constant PV generators, transformer with different connections, 
capacitor banks, and voltage-controlled devices. 
• Electromagnetic coupled and uncoupled multi-phase lines with high and low R/X 
ratios. 
• Single-, double, three-, and four-phase lines including explicit neutral wire and 
ground representation. 
• Heavily meshed and radial networks including both transposed and non-
transposed lines. 
• Delta- and wye-connected unbalanced constant power, impedance, and current 
loads along with phase-to-neutral, phase-to-phase and phase-merged loads. 
Although voltage-controlled devices such as automatic voltage regulators or 
voltage-controlled capacitors were not included within the scope of this research, they 
can be easily incorporated by means of an iterative process, so it does not impose a 
limitation on the developed methodology. 
Most of the convergence limitations in unbalanced backward-forward iterative 
load-flow solvers disappear with the methodology presented in this research, which is 
one of the major contributions of this work. Even though simulation time of the proposed 
methodology remains still high compared to fast iterative sweep methods for large 
systems, the ability to get accurate results is a valuable contribution specially considering 
the increase in computing performance such as processing time and memory capacity. 
There exist in the industry several commercial packages with the capability of 
solving either balanced transmission systems or load unbalanced lightly meshed 
distribution systems with ideally-transposed lines, but few have the capability of solving 
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complex and compounded multi-phase transmission and distributions systems. The 
algorithm presented in this research is a suitable and easy to implement methodology for 
solving those complex systems. 
Another contribution corresponds to the development of a comprehensive but not 
exhaustive bibliographical research about the load-flow solution methodologies for both 
single- and three-phase systems. 
6 
2 METHODOLOGIES AND NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS FOR POSITIVE-
SEQUENCE AND THREE-PHASE LOAD-FLOW ANALYSIS 
This chapter is dedicated to the description and comparison of typical load-flow 
methodologies and numerical solvers utilized by most of the three-phase load-flow 
applications. A review of the conventional positive-sequence load-flow methodologies is 
presented at the beginning of this chapter. Special emphasis is placed on three 
methodologies: backward-forward sweeps, Newton-Raphson, and Gauss-Seidel. Other 
methods such as Z-matrix, fast-decoupled and current injection are also presented. 
Numerical solvers for matrix formulation have been widely developed and can be 
found in multiple publications. It is beyond the scope of this research to find a more 
efficient solver solution. Nevertheless, some of the most important methods are 
described, and their advantages and limitations discussed in this chapter. 
2.1 Positive-sequence load-flow methodologies 
2.1.1 Load-flow formulation 
A standard positive-sequence load-flow analysis involves the calculation of 
voltage magnitude and phase angle at each bus in a network operating under balanced 
steady-state conditions. The calculation of voltages permits computing active and 
reactive power flows, currents and losses for each device in the network. Figure 2.1 
shows all the variables associated with a bus k: voltage magnitude Vk, phase angle dk, net 
real power Pk, and reactive power Qk. Two of these variables are generally known (input 
data), and the other two are the unknown variables to be computed by a load-flow 
algorithm. 
In the following, matrices will be represented in bold uppercase characters and 
vectors in bold underlined characters unless otherwise is specified. 
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r 
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Power flow 
P O fc' v t injected to bus k 
Gen Load Pz*Q ZJt> V U 
Figure 2.1 Load-flow variables associated to a bus k 
The power delivered (injected) to bus k is separated into generation and load 
terms, and each bus is categorized as either swing (reference), voltage controlled, or load 
bus. 
P = P - P 
rk rGk rLk 
Qt=Q<*-Qa 
The bus admittance matrix YBUS is assembled from lines, transformers and other 
devices data, and their elements are: 
ykk = Z (Admittances connected to bus k) 
yu =y>k = -X (Admittances connected between bus k and l,k^ri) 
The static power-flow equations for a network of n buses, considering the nx\ 











Replacing the bus voltage and the admittance matrix elements by their rectangular 
form we get: 
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An alternative representation of power flow equations is the hybrid form, which is 
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1=1 
(2.9) 
Although the polar expressions are simpler than the Cartesian formulation, their 
formulations are unsuitable for computer analysis, since it would be highly inefficient to 
make repeated calls of implicit trigonometric functions [4]. Thus, it is very common to 
express the hybrid formulation equations in a more compact form by replacing the 
trigonometric functions by Cartesians equivalents. 
2.1.2 Gauss-Seidel load-flow solution 
Starting from the complex form of the equations (2.3), rearranging the terms and 
assuming V\ as the reference voltage [3], we get: 
Pk-jQk=v;Ykkvk+v;YjYklv, 
/=1 
vk = Yh kk 
Pk-jQk 
v: •iw 1=1 
l*k 
with k = 2,..., n 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
Where n is the total number of nodes in the systems. Nodal equations 
IBUS=YBUSVBUS are a set of linear equations equivalent to b=Ax, which are solved by an 





v, ( ' • ) * 
- Iy /r - Iw w 
/=i l=k+l 
(2.12) 
The swing or reference voltage bus is an input data usually set to 1.0 [pu] with 
and angle of 0°. For a voltage-controlled bus, Qu is unknown, and can be calculated by 
the equations (2.5), (2.7) or (2.9). If a given Qk does not exceed its limits, it is used to 
calculate Vk(,+1> and dk(,+1) which replaces the values of Vk(i> and Sk(i) in (2.12) for a PQ (or 
load) bus. In addition, only 3k is used for voltage-controlled buses, because the 
voltage magnitude Vk('+1^ is input data. The common stopping or convergence criterion 
for the Gauss-Seidel method is to use the scaled difference in the voltage between one 
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iteration to the next, as shown in equation (2.13). When this difference is smaller than a 




<£ For all £=1,2, ... N (2.13) 
To reduce the number of iterations required to reach the final solution, an 
acceleration factor can be added in order to project forward the calculated voltage in the 
direction of its trend as is shown below: 
This acceleration factor a, which varies between 1.0 or 2.0, allows to reduce the 
number of iteration when the final voltage values are far from the initial guess. 
2.1.3 Z-Matrix load-flow solution 
F-matrix methods such as the Gauss-Seidel technique described before suffer 
from the problem of poor convergence, or even divergence, of successive calculated 
voltages for ill-conditioned systems. One of the techniques that overcome some of 
those difficulties is the Z-matrix method [4]. 




Rearranging the terms to remove the reference voltage V\ from vector Vpus we 
obtain: 
r * = i X , ( W i ) ^2,3,...,« (2-16) 
Vk = X V ; - I X W ^2,3,...,» (2.17) 
*=2 k=2 
n 





Since V\, the reference or alack bus voltage, is fixed in magnitude and angle each 
Ck factor is a constant. The solution process of equation (2.18) for the block 
substitution of Z-matrix method is as follows [4]: 
1. Invert matrix YBUS and compute all the constants C* from equation (2.19). 
2. Compute all the injected currents using equation (2.1). 
3. With the current obtained from the previous step, compute all the bus 
voltages using equation (2.18). 
4. Compare the latest set of voltages with the previous ones and if the two 
sets are within a defined tolerance, then the process is complete. If they are 
not, then return to step 2. 
The main advantage of the Z-matrix method over the Gauss-Seidel technique is 
the dramatic reduction in the number of iterations required to reach the solution. Even 
though the inversion of the YBus matrix is required once, its convergence performance is 
superior to that of the Gauss-Seidel method [4]. 
2.1.4 Newton-Raphson load-flow solution 
The Newton-Raphson (NR) solution is a powerful and widely used methodology 
for solving non-linear equations. It transforms a non-linear problem into a sequence of 
linear problems whose solution converges to the solution of the original non-linear 
problem. If we consider the vector of so lu t ion^ for an ^-dimensional equat ion/^=0, 
and we expand each equation in a Taylor series around an initial condition, retaining only 
the first derivative terms [3], we have: 
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,/i(xw) + Ax, + • • • + Ax = 0 
(2.20) 
f„(xW) + 
vax i y 
Axj + • • • + ' £
V 0 > 
Ax„ - 0 
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Solving for the error vector Ax ' = x ( i + 1 ) - x ( i ) , and indicating the iterative process 
wi th the counter i, w e obtain the Newton-Raphson algori thm: 
\j{i)Y f(x(,)) (2.23) ('+0 (') 
X = X 
The nxn matrix J, whose elements are the partial derivatives of the/functions, is 
called the Jacobian matrix. For solving the linear system of (2.23) the backward and 
forward Gauss substitution using the [L\U] factorization is usually performed as it will be 
shown later in this chapter. The load-flow formulation considers the bus voltages 
magnitud AVk and phase angles A8k as unknown variables (state vector x), and the active 
APk and reactive AQk power as the mismatch error functions (vector,/). Considering the 
swing bus variables V\ and 8\ as known variables, the unknown voltage-state vector and 



























The values of APk and AQk, expressed in the polar form, are calculated using 
equations (2.6) and (2.7) and the Jacobian matrix has the form: 
AS 
AV 
Jx (x) J 2 (x) 
J3 (X) JA (X) 
- i r AP(x) 
AQ(x) 
and its elements are computed as follows [3]: 
• For k ̂  /: 
^=^=W!W!sin(^-<5;-%/) 
dP 
JIM = YY = ^M C0S(^ ~S'~ % / ) 
a& 
3" BS, = -i^ll^i^!cos(^-<y,-^) 
^ = ^ = |^i!^sin(^-^-%/) 
J 
For k -1: 
= %- = 
kk dS> 
KiXWIsinC^-^,-^) 
J _ ^ 
2 t t _ 3 K 
-^Jy»|^s(p t t) +Jly^K/jcosO^ -<?, -%,) 
t=i 






^ = ^ = -j^!!^!sin(%t) + | ; i ^ ^ i s i n ( ^ - ^ - ^ ) 
dyk k=l 





K < » 1 ) 
= yd) + AV(i) 
(2.34) 
In this methodology, the convergence is reached once the active and reactive 
power mismatches are smaller than a given tolerance or when the maximum number of 











y4( x) AV 
'AP(x)' 
AQ(x) 
2.1.5 Fast-decoupled load-flow solution 
The fast-decoupled load-flow algorithm corresponds to a modified version of 
Newton's methodology. This algorithm developed by Stott [5] takes advantage of the 
weak coupling between active and reactive power, neglecting sub-matrices J2 and J3 in 
(2.25), and using the two constant sub-matrices Ji and J4 for representing the decoupled 
Jacobian admittance matrix. The derivation of the basic algorithm using Cartesian 




Jw=J** H ^ M ( G A / s i n ( ^ -S,)-Bucoa{Sk -6,)) 
Jm =~BkkVk ~Qk 
J4kk=~BkkVk
2+Qk 
Let us make the following assumptions, which are almost always valid: 
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Where B' and B" are real sparse matrices and have the same structure of J\ and J\ 
respectively. 
The fast-decoupled load-flow methodology uses the same convergence criterion 
as that of the full Newton's formulation. It is widely used for load-flow simulations of 
very large balanced systems when a large number of simulations are required in a short 
period of time such as contingency analysis and real-time simulations. 
2.1.6 Second order load-flow solution 
The equation (2.3) corresponds to a second order complex equation in V and so 
are equations (2.4) and (2.5) in a Cartesian coordinate system. Expanding these two 
equations in a second order Taylor series we have: 
AP,, = —f- Af + —;- Ae + 
df deJ 
d P 
+ Ae' V Ae + Ae 
deder 














i-Ae + Aer^2p-krAf 
dedf 
Expressed in a matrix form: 
~AP\_ |"A/'" 
AQ ~J Ae HAS] 






Where J £ the second order term vector and / the Jacobian matrix whose 
elements are defined in [6] along with the solution algorithm. 
This methodology is practically useless since it present a lower performance in 
comparison with the Newton method in terms of computing memory and CPU-time 
requirement. 
2.1.7 Backward-forward sweep load-flow solution 
The load-flow solution of a single network is achieved iteratively using a few sets 
of equations and applying a backward and forward directions recursive solution 
methodology. In the single-phase K line model of figure 2.2, where / is a branch 
connected between nodes k and m, Rj+jXj, and yt are the series impedance and shunt 
admittance, the active Pt' and reactive Qt' power flow through the branch i can be 
calculated as [7]: 
(2.42) P '= p + p - p 









\_J Pi+jQj Pt"+jQj" 












Figure 2.2 Branch 7r-circuit model 
The subscripts L, F and / in P and Q represent the load, flow and injection 
respectively. PmF and QmF, are the sum of the power flow through all the downstream 
branches that are connected to bus m. 
In the following, we will assume a radial branch, the procedure of finding the 
injections Pml and Pml for loop break points is described in detail in [7]. Thus, neglecting 
loops, we can assume that: 
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P'= P +P 




and that the expressions for the power flow at node k are: 
P,=P:+R, 




Equations (2.46) and (2.47) are used recursively in a backward direction in order 
to find the power flowing in each branch of the network. In the backward sweep the 
equations are first applied to the last branch and then proceed in reverse direction until 
the first branch in reached. Once the power flow is known in all branches, the node 
voltage at each bus is calculated in a recursive forward sweep from the following 
equation. If we consider that the angle of voltage at bus k is zero, the complex voltage at 
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V *k J 
(2.48) 
Where 5; = i>" + Q], P/ = P), Q] = Q, - Vk
2 ^ , and the angle Sn is: 




If the voltage angle at bus k 3k is other than zero, then the angle Sm will be: 
Sm = Sk -tan-'( - . 5 - 4 - ^ 4 - ) (2.50) 
The equations (2.48) and (2.50), can be used recursively in a forward sweep to 
find the voltage and phase angle for all the nodes in the network. When the voltage 
difference between two consecutive iterations is lower than a defined tolerance for each 
bus, the convergence is reached and the problem is solved. 
The backward-forward sweep method, also known as the ladder methodology, 
used by the iterative software CYMDIST [2] computes the branch currents instead of the 
power flow. Thus, assuming a known initial nominal voltage for all the end nodes (node 
m in figure 2.2), the load and shunt branch currents can be calculated. Adding these 
currents and applying Kirchhoff s voltage law, the upstream node voltage (node k) is 
computed. This forward sweep is performed from all the end nodes towards the first 
reference node where the calculated voltage is compared with the specified voltage. As 
the difference is higher than the tolerance, the backward sweep starts using the new 
voltage and branch currents obtained from the forward sweep, in order to compute the 
new downstream voltages [2]. 
A compensation based technique proposed by Shirmohammadi in [8] allows 
performing unbalanced load-flow for weakly meshed networks using the backward and 
forward methodology. In this methodology, all the loops are opened before running the 
load-flow simulation, and replaced by current sources whose injected currents are 
determined iteratively using a compensation methodology. 
To better understand the backward-forward sweep methodology a simple radial 
example is illustrated herein. Let us consider the system in figure 2.3: 
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Bus, Bus, Bus, 
G 
R,2=1.0fl I R„=1.5fi h ^23~ 
V1=12.0KV 
P2=1.5MW P3=2.5MW 
Figure 2.3 Backward-forward method illustrative case 
The forward sweep begins assuming the phase-to-phase voltage at node 3 to be 
12.0/0 kV. Thus the load current at node 3 which is the same current flowing from bus 2 
to 3 is: 
are: 
• * 3 — "'23 
2.5<?6 
3xl2<?3 
= 120.28 [A] 
The phase to ground and phase-to-phase voltages at node 2 are: 
12<?3 
2 w = V3 + Z23/23 = —-- +1.5 x 120.28 = 7,108.6 [V] 
V2LL= 12,312.5 [V] 
The load current at node 2 is: 
1.5e6 
h = ,3x12.3125^3 
= 70.34 [A] 
The current flowing from node 1 to 2 is: 
hi =^23+^2 =120.28 + 70.34 = 190.62 [A] 
The computed phase to ground and phase-to-phase voltages at the source node 1 
Vx LC! =V2+ Z12Il2 =
 ]2^5e3 +1.0x 190.62 = 7,299.2 [V] 
Vx LL =12,642.7 [V] 
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At this point the magnitude of the computed voltage at node 1 is compared to the 
magnitude of the specified source voltage of 12.0 kV and if the error is less than the 
specified tolerance, the solution is reached. 
£/ror = |;FV|-|F, 1 = 7,200.0-7299.2 = 99.2 [V] 
If the error is grater than the tolerance as in this example, the backward sweep 
begins by setting the voltage at node 1 to the specified voltage of 12.0/0 kV. Now the 
voltage at node 2 is computed using the values of the node 1 voltage and the computed 
line current obtained from the forward sweep. 
12e3 
V2 LG =VX -ZnIn = - 1 . 0 x 1 9 0 . 6 2 = 6,737.6 [V] 
The backward seep continues by computing the next downstream voltage using 
the branch current obtained from the forward sweep process. 
V3 LG = r 2 - Z 2 3 / 2 3 =6,737.6-1.5x120.28 = 6.557.2 [V] 
This completes the first iteration. At this point the forward sweep will be repeated 
starting with the new voltage at node 3 rather than the initially assumed voltage. 
2.1.8 Load-flow methods performance comparison 
The methods briefly described before are part of the most widely known 
algorithms for single-phase or positive-sequence load-flow solutions [9]. In the 
following, we will briefly compare some computing performance features for the first 
four methodologies [6], which present similar solving features and sparse matrix solver 
requirements. On the other hand, due to the fact that the backward and forward sweep 
solution method does not need to solve matrix inversion, it shall be excluded from this 
comparison. Nonetheless, some performance features of this load-flow methodology, 
extracted form [10], will be depicted at the end of this section. 
• Memory requirements 
Considering the sparsity storage scheme for the admittance and Jacobian 
matrices mentioned in [6] and presented later in this chapter, the resulting 
memory requirements are listed in table 2.1, for a power system of over 1,000 
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buses. It can be concluded that the memory requirements increase from 
methods (a) to (d). 













N = Number of buses, L = Number oj lines 
Even tough the memory requirements depend on the programming 
techniques, the results will not be far from the ones listed above. The Gauss-
Seidel method presents the better performance in terms of memory 
requirements. 
• CPU-time requirements 
The CPU time processing is higher for Newton-Raphson method in 
comparison to the Fast decoupled and Gauss-Seidel methods. Even though 
most of these algorithms show fast performance in time simulation due to the 
fast processing time of current personal computers, Fast decoupled Newton 
method remains the fastest solver, followed by Gauss-Seidel. 
• Iteration requirements and convergence characteristics 
The Newton-Raphson and the second order load-flow methods usually 
take between two to five iterations to solve a fully loaded system if the initial 
node voltage guess are close enough of the solution. On the other hand, 
Gauss-Seidel takes from 10 to 50 iterations for similar systems and does not 
guarantee the convergence for very large systems. Fast decoupled load-flow 
method needs more iterations than full Newton-Raphson method. Although 
full Newton-Raphson method reaches a solution with a smaller number of 
iterations, it takes more computer processing time [6]. 
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• Ill-conditioned systems with high R/X ratios 
If the condition number of either the YBUS or Jacobian matrices is large 
then such a matrix is said to be ill-conditioned. That matrix is almost singular 
and the computation of its inverse, or solution of a linear system of equations, 
is prone to large numerical errors. Depending on the number of lines with high 
R/X ratios those matrices can become ill-conditioned increasing the number of 
iterations to get the solution. As is shown in [6], the number of iterations for 
Gauss-Seidel and fast decoupled load-flow methods are increased between 2 
to 5 iterations, while the full Newton and second order methods remain with 
almost the same number of iterations, being the two latter practically 
unaffected by the ill-conditioned feature. 
• Initial voltage profiles or guess 
From Gauss-Seidel algorithm convergence characteristics, it has been 
observed that the mismatch decreases quickly at the early iterations. These 
Gauss-Seidel iterations take, in turn, very low processing time as mentioned 
before, so the idea of using the Gauss-Seidel method to set up initial guess for 
the full Newton or second order load-flow solution is very attractive. In [6] it 
has been shown that a solution with few iterations using Gauss-Seidel method 
gives a good starting voltage for others methods with longer simulation time. 
A full Newton solution using a flat-start voltage profile could diverge if the 
solution is too far from the initial guess. 
The backward and forward sweep load-flow solution method presents the highest 
performance in terms of simulation time especially for large and radial systems, even 
though the number of iterations required is higher in comparison with the full Newton 
and second order methodologies. However, for heavily meshed networks compensation 
methods have to be incorporated reducing the performance of this iterative methodology. 
Convergence problems are also found in iterative methods for some critical meshed cases 
with high R/X ratio [10]. 
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2.2 Numerical load-flow solvers 
Load-flow methodologies involving iterative Newton's solution methods solve 
large either YBus or Jacobian matrices. The typical matrix equations to be solved has the 
form Ax=b, were A must be non-singular. Depending on the methodology and system 
modeling, A can be a symmetric or a non-symmetric sparse matrix. The solution for 
finding the vector x involves the numerical solution of the system of linear equations 
Ax=b. Direct and iterative methods, which are the most known linear system solvers, are 
described below. 
2.2.1 Matrix sparsity techniques 
Before starting with the description of matrix numerical methodologies, a quick 
review of matrix sparsity techniques is presented. A typical power system has on average 
three or fewer lines connected to each bus, which means that each row of both the YBUS 
and also the Jacobian matrices have on average fewer than four nonzero elements. Such 
matrices with few nonzero elements are called sparse matrices. A typical sparse matrix 
density plot, where the non-zero elements are shown in black, is presented in figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4 Sample density plot of a sparse matrix 
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The computational process can profit from the matrix sparsity exhibited in large 
power systems. The matrix sparsity factor S according to [11] can be calculated as: 
a - 2 
n 
Where z is the number of zero elements, and n the size of the square matrix. This 
factor varies between 50% for small systems to 98% for very large systems. 
As an illustration let us define the following theoretical YBUS matrix of a small 5-
bus system: 
-1 .1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
3.3 - 2 . 2 
- 2 . 2 4.2 
Y = 
1 mis 
3.8 - 2 . 1 
- 2 . 1 3.5 
0 0 








S = — = — = O.S6pu = 56% 
n2 52 P 
Let us define now the diagonal vector Zpiag, and off-diagonal vector Zpff '• 
ZDiag=[3.S 3.5 5.5 3.3 4.2] 
Zon={-2.\ 1.1 •2.1 •1.1 - 2 . 2 •2.2] 
To position the elements of the Zpff vector in their proper place in YBUS, two other 
vectors have to be defined: 
Iri>, =[2 1 0 2 1] 
Icol=[2 4 1 1 5 4] 
Where Ij0W indicates the number of off-diagonal elements in each row of YBUS and 
[coi identify the column position of each off-elements in YBUS • The vector Zj)ias and JjOW 
contain n elements each, and the vector Zpff and Icoi, n
2-n-Z elements each, thus the total 
number of elements Et is [11]: 
2« + 2(«2 -n-z) = 2n\\-S) (2.51) 
£ /=2x5
2 ( l -0 .56) = 22 
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The memory saving is not important for small systems (matrices). In the above 
example the number of elements to store is 22 compared to 25 in the original matrix. 
Nevertheless, for a matrix of 500 buses and sparsity of 98% Et is 10,000 which is much 
lower than 125,250, the required memory size without packing obtained from the 
e q u a t i o n f ^ . ! ) ! 
2.2.2 Direct methods for sparse linear systems 
Optimally ordered triangular factorization of sparse matrices is one of the most 
efficient and widely used techniques for solving load-flow by Newton's method [12]. It 
presents important computational advantages to find the solution of a set of linear 
equations in the form Ax=b^. Higher speed, lower computer memory requirements, and 
reduction of round-off errors are some of the main advantages of this direct method 
which is computed from sparse matrix factors [13]. 
The direct method consists of two parts: first the recording of the operations of 
triangular decomposition of the matrix A so that repeated direct solutions of Ax=b can be 
obtained without repeating the factorizing process, and second the ordering of the 
operations to keep the sparsity of the original system. While the first part is applicable to 
any matrix, the second is limited to sparse matrices whose nonzero pattern is 
symmetrical. Factored direct solution and sparse matrix ordering methods are briefly 
described below. 
A. Triangular decomposition 
Triangular decomposition using Gaussian elimination is widely described in many 
matrix analysis books, and publications [13]. This consists in the elimination of 
elements below the main diagonal in successive columns, although in terms of 
computer programming for a sparse matrix, it is usually more efficient to do the 
elimination by successive rows. The development is based on the equation Ax=b, 
where A is a non-singular matrix, x is a column vector of unknowns, and b is a 
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known vector with at least one non-zero element. In the computer algorithm the 
wen A matrix is augmented by the vector b as in (2.52): 
(2.52) 























The subscripts indicate the order of the derived system. The next step is to 
eliminate «2i from the second row by linear combinations with the derived first 
row, and then to divide the remaining derived elements on the second row by its 
new derived diagonal element. 
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The next step is to eliminate elements to the left of the diagonal of the third row, 
and to divide the remaining derived elements of the row by the derived diagonal 












A«-l un-\ un-\,nAn 
(2.57) 
The backwards substitution can be developed by columns instead of by rows, 
having the same number of operations. 
B. Operations Recording 
The recording of vector b and the upper triangle for the back substitution permits 
us to solve Ax=b for any vector b without repeating the triangularization. On the 
other hand, the recording of each forward operation is defined by the row and 
column coordinates and the value of a single element a,/'1^ (i > j) that occurs in 
the process [13]. The rules for recording the forward operations of the 
triangularization are: first, when 1/% is computed, it must be stored in location 
ii, and second, every derived term a if'1* (i > j), must be stored in the lower L 
triangle. 
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Since forward and backward substitution operations are recorded in this scheme, 
it is no longer necessary to include the vector b. The final result of the 




J < i- (2.61) 
The ordering (2.58) is not a matrix, but also a scheme of recording usually 
referred to as the table of factors. The scheme in (2.58) is usually shown as a 
factoring of the inverse matrix A into the product of an upper U and a lower L 
triangular matrix which is typically known as [L\UJ factorization [13]. 
C. Computing direct solutions 




U.,= Row, = (0,0,-OX-u, ,,+1 ,-u,v+2,... - u,,„_, ,-u,.,„ f 
U* =Colt =(-uv,-u2J,...-ui_v,l,0,...0,0) 
The inverse of Z)/ implies the reciprocal of each element dih and the inverse of the 
matrices Z, and Ut involves just a reversal of sign of all off-diagonal elements. 
Thus, the inverse A ' can be expressed as a pre-multiplication of matrices Z),-, Z>„ 
and Uj, and the solution x=A'!b is computed as follows [13]: 
U{U2 ...U^Un_xDnLn_xDn_xLn_2 -L^L^b = A~
lb = x 
" 1 1 W12 M 13 
12i U22 U23 
hi hi "33 
'»1 ' H 2 ' » 3 
^ = l / < ( M ) 
u = a{0 
IJ IJ 
I = a°- ! ) 
IJ u 
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UXU2...Un_2Un_xDnL'nDn^ • • • L]D2L*2Dxb = A~
lb = x 
Up; ... K_xU*nDnLn_xDn_xLn_2 • • • L2D2LxDxb = A~
xb = x 
Upl... UlxU:DnL\Dn_xLlx • • • L\D2L\Dxb = JT
xb = x 
Each of these four equations is equivalent to pre-multiply A by b. For an nth 
order system the number of multiplication-additions is n2. The convenience of 
using one equation over another is related to the programming techniques. When 
A is symmetric, only the factors da and Uy are needed and this also permits to save 
almost half of the triangularization operations because it is unnecessary to 
perform any operation on the left side of the diagonal to obtain the derived 
element a/'^ (/ >j). The [L\U] (or [LDU]) factorization, with L lower and U 
upper triangular matrices, is closely related to the row reduction algorithm, which 
is also known as the Gaussian elimination, since in a real sense the factorization is 
a record of the steps taken in the elimination. There are other factorization 
algorithms such as the orthogonal matrix triangularization or Q-R decomposition, 
which guarantees numerical stability by minimizing errors caused by machine 
round-offs, and the Cholesky decomposition, which decompose A as A=LLT, 
where L is a lower triangular matrix, called the Cholesky triangle, with positive 
diagonal elements. 
D. Near-optimal ordering 
Node ordering schemes are important in minimizing the number of 
multiplications and divisions required for both triangularization and the Gauss 
substitution process. In sparse matrices, the number of nonzero elements in the 
resulting upper triangle matrix depends on the order in which the rows are 
processed. Great savings in operations and computer memory can be achieved by 
keeping the table of factors as sparse as possible. The optimal ordering of 
elimination is reached when the table of factors has the minimum number of 
terms. Even though the absolute optimal ordering method does not exist, several 
near-optimal schemes have been developed. The inspection algorithms for near-
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optimal ordering described here is applicable to sparse matrices that are 
symmetrical in pattern of nonzero off-diagonal terms, which are matrices mostly 
found in power systems networks. This ordering algorithm should be applied 
before the triangularization, and the eliminations are performed in ascending 
sequence of the renumbering by inspection. Three schemes of renumbering near-
optimal ordering are described below [13]: 
1. Number the rows according to the number of nonzero off-diagonal or 
fewest connected branches terms before elimination. Here rows with 
one off-diagonal term are numbered first, those with two terms second, 
etc., and those with the most terms, last. This scheme does not take 
into account any of the subsequence effects of the elimination process. 
The only information needed is a list of the number of nonzero terms 
in each row of the original matrix. This method is the simplest to 
program and the fastest to execute. 
2. Number the rows so that at each step of the process the next row to be 
operated upon is the one with the fewest nonzero terms or fewest 
connected branches. This scheme requires a simulation of the effects 
on the accumulation of nonzero terms of the elimination process. The 
input information required is a list by rows of the column numbers of 
the nonzero off-diagonal terms. 
3. Number the rows so that at each step of the process the next row to be 
operated upon is the one that will introduce the fewest new nonzero 
terms. This involves a trial simulation of every feasible alternative of 
the elimination process at each step. The input information is the same 
as for the scheme 2. 
Experience indicates that the second method, known in the literature as Tinney-2, 
presents the best performance for nodal equations of power networks [13] and this 
is the ordering method utilized by the positive-sequence used in this research. 
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The minimum degree ordering algorithm (MDO) used by EMTP-RV, and 
originally known as the Tinney-2 scheme described above [14], produces factors 
with low fill-in on a large range of matrices. This graphical version of Tinney's 
method performs its pivot selection by choosing from a graph a node of minimum 
degree (fewest connected branches or nonzero elements). Later implementations 
have widely improved the computational time requirements of Tinney and Walker 
original method, maintaining the basic idea of selecting a node or a set of nodes of 
minimum degree. All these improvements have reduced the complexity in the 
handling of the memory so that the algorithm can operate within the storage 
capacity of the original matrix, and have also reduced the work needed to keep 
track of the degrees of nodes in the graph, which is the most computationally 
consuming part of the algorithm. Reference [15] shows a detailed description of 
the modern MDO algorithm using graph theory. 
2.2.3 Iterative methods for sparse linear systems 
The main disadvantage when using direct solvers in Newton's power-flow 
method is that the Jacobian matrix has to be factorized at each iteration. As the size of a 
matrix increase, even being sparse, the [L\U] factorization can become extremely time 
consuming [16]. Iterative solvers work very well for systems with small condition 
number. For large condition number (>103) the incorporation of preconditioners is 
usually necessary to guarantee convergence and to improve the overall efficiency of the 
iterative solver. 
The idea of preconditioner is to pre-multiply the system of equations by a good 
approximation of the matrix inverse. If we ideally pre-multiply a matrix by its inverse the 
solution would be obtained directly, but this is impractical. A typical pre-conditioner used 
in power systems is the [L\U] and the incomplete [L\U] factorization of the matrix. 
Continuous research in mathematics has resulted in the development of very 
efficient iterative solvers for linear systems [17], being Krylov subspace and its varieties 
among the most efficient for large sparse linear systems. For symmetrical systems, we 
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find the conjugate gradient (CG), minimal residues (MINRES), and Chebyshev iterative 
algorithms within the Matlab library. For non-symmetrical systems, the generalized 
minimal residues (GMRES), bi-conjugate gradient (BiCG), bi-conjugate gradient 
stabilized (BiCGSTAB), conjugate gradient squared (CGS), and quasi-minimal residual 
(QMR) methods are at the foreground and are also available in the Matlab library. 
Even though for most systems [L\U\ direct solvers present a better performance 
than iterative solvers, in very large systems (over 3,000 buses) and implementing optimal 
stopping strategies, the latter reach faster responses as shown in [16]. 
2.3 Three-phase load-flow methodologies 
Positive-sequence load-flow algorithms assume a balanced operation of power 
systems, however, most of the systems include non-transposed transmission lines and 
unbalanced load which cannot be ignored. In addition, it is important that the load-flow 
be solved as efficiently as possible since most of planning and operational network 
applications require fast and repetitive simulations. Multi-phase load-flow algorithms, 
and in particular three-phase load-flow algorithms, are used to deal with these 
complexities. 
Several three-phase load-flow methodologies have been proposed in the past, 
many of them were derived from known methods such as Newton's, Gauss-Seidel, and 
back and forward sweep already discussed before. This section describes in some detail 
the most known existing three-phase methodologies along with other less conventional 
ones. Special emphasis will be put on the augmented nodal matrix method used by the 
EMTP-RV load-flow algorithm, which is the software utilized as the validation tool in 
the present research work. 
2.3.1 Full and fast-decoupled Newton methods 
The full three-phase Newton method is derived from the conventional positive-
sequence load-flow algorithm described in section 2.1.4. Firstly proposed by Birt in [18], 
Smith and Arrillaga in [19], and later modified by Nguyen [20] to its complex form, 
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Newton's method remain one of the most used methodologies for solving accurate 
unbalanced three-phase load-flows in both transmission and distribution systems. The 
three-phase load-flow equations for a bus k and phase/) are [21]: 
APf = (/f )*** -Pf = 0 k=l,...,nb 






Where nb is the total number of buses, and p and m represent the phases (a, b, or 
c), and k and / represent busbars indices. G, and B are the real and imaginary parts of the 
admittance matrix YBUS, which includes all couplings existing in the network. The angle 
Ski represents the angle difference between the voltages at nodes k and /. Applying the 

















In the iterative solution process the Jacobian matrix has to be repeated for each 
phase of the system, thus the equations system will have 3(2«)x3(2«) or 36n entries for a 
three-phase system. 
The algorithm is similar to the positive-sequence method, but here the phase 
voltage initialization matrix *P"" has to consider a 120 degree-difference between phase 
angles. 
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\ T / " " _ 
0 2nl3 -2K 13 
-2x13 0 2;z73 
2^/3 - 2 ^ / 3 0 
In the complex form, the voltages are expressed as Vk=eu+jfk- Thus, variations in 
complex power due to changes in complex voltages become: 
AS^Y.AVJ'V'+ZVXAV; (2.66) 
The system equations relating the changes in complex power to the changes in 
bus complex voltages through the Jacobian matrix is [20]: 




or ^ -JI\V_ (2.68) 
Where Sf,bc is the three-phase bus complex power vector, diag(\^bc) is a diagonal 
three-phase bus voltage matrix, and P"*c is the three-phase bus admittance matrix of the 
system including all the electromagnetically couplings. 
Fast-decoupled three-phase load-flow method considers the same simplifications 
made in the positive-sequence formulation. Since this approach is not attractive for 
distribution systems with high R/X ratio, an alternative method proposed by Garcia in 
[21] is depicted below. Let us define the following matrix system: 
(2.69) 




By neglecting the sub-matrix J2 in (2.69), the vector angle deviation AS and the 












Thus, the AQTod vector can be approximated as: 
(2.70) 
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AQ'" « AQ(V, Smw) = avec - Q(V, S'KW) (2.71) 
2.3.2 Current injection Newton's method 
Three-phase load-flow using the Newton's current injection method was early 
developed by da Costa [24] and Garcia [25]. Penido, in latter research added the neutral 
wire to this methodology [26], and Monfared in [27] reduced the convergence time by 
drastically reducing the number of iterations. This formulation has shown to be very 
robust and it also allows the representation of both radial and meshed networks. 
The method is based on the current injected at every node of the power system. 
Since the complete formulation is detailed in [25], only the basic equations are presented 
here. The current mismatch for a given bus k and phase s are: 
A/; = ( i r T ~ i ( g r T - £ I V X (2.72) 
Where: 
s,te ap= (a, b, c) 
Qk: Set of buses directly connected to bus k. 
Equation (2.72) can be expressed in terms of its real (r) and imaginary (m) parts 
as follows: 
/ nspec y ys , (ftspec yv ys 
AT = ^ ' kr K^k ' km -YY(GS'V -BS'V ) m-K\ 
\Vk r> ~T~\Vkm> teQtteap 
AT* = i l* ' km K^k ' kr - V V ( G " V -B"V' ) n n±\ 
km (Vs \2 A-(Vs \2 LjZ-i^KJ^>V>m nk,yir> \^'V 
V i r i +\Vkm) i££ltteap 
Equations (2.73) and (2.74) in terms of specified and calculated valued are: 
Aii=arx-(irlcx (2.75) 
A/;.=(/r):-(0: (2.76) 
Applying Newton's method to equations (2.73) and (2.74), the following set of 

































The off-diagonal sub-matrices /& of the Jacobian matrix in (2.77) are the elements 
of the system admittance matrix YBUS and remain constant during the iterative Newton's 



















































The diagonal sub-matrices Jkk of the Jacobian depend on the load model and they 
are computed in the same way as in (2.78) but adding a sub-matrix which the load [25]. 
(2.79 Loud 
rube I rabc I . I rube j 
J kk —\ykk JFB„ IHk lio 





(pca,cy = v,r{Iculct+y,m{jcaicym ^ ^ 
(Qfcr = v;rv?
cym-v; ,(!?>)*. (2.83 
The updated voltages at each iteration h are given by: 




Where the voltage vector (F/ c)m is defined as follows 
(V"hc) = 
Vr k Jrm 
Kr 
Vkr 
v k m 
yk„ 
(2.85 
2.3.3 ZBUS Matrix Iterative Gauss-Seidel Method 
Within the three-phase load-flow iterative methodologies, the implicit ZBUS is the 
most commonly used method for radial distribution systems [28,29]. It works on the 
principle of superposition applied to the system bus voltages. According to this principle, 
only one type of source voltage is considered at time for the calculation of bus voltages. 
Initially, all the bus voltage magnitudes are assumed equal to the swing bus voltage 
(generally 1.0 p.u.), and the phase angles and current injections at load buses are set to 
zero. In the next step, the current injections and voltages are calculated iteratively. The 
simplified algorithm is as follows [28]: 
• First, bus voltages are assumed to have some initial value, and the YBUS matrix 
is formed. 
• Then, the current injections are computed using (2.86), and the initial voltage 
values. 
TO) - pr-jor vr (2.86) 
The voltage deviation JV due to current injections is calculated by the 
factorization of YBUS in (2.87). 
l{0 =[YBJ[AVr (2.87) 
The factorization of YB„S gives the ZBUS matrix, thus the system to solve in 




The voltage deviations calculated before, are superimposed on the no load bus 
voltage VML, then the bus voltages are updated in (2.88), and the convergence 
is checked. 
r('+D 
r '=£*.+L4Q (o (2.88) 
The implicit ZBUS method described above requires the factorization of YBUS 
matrix, negatively affecting the performance in terms of speed. For this reason, a new 
method was proposed by Teng in [30], which uses the ZBUS and Gauss-Seidel methods to 
improve the computational efficiency. The bus voltage in Gauss-Seidel method is 
computed according to equation (2.12), where the right hand side of this equation, for a 















Each element of YBUS corresponds to a 3x3 matrix: 
Ykk = 
Y Y Y 
1 kk-aa l kk-ab x kk-ac 
Y Y Y 
1 kk-ha 1 kk-bb J kk-bc 
kk-ca kk-cb kk-cc 
(2.90) 
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Where A, B, and C are the three phases of the system. Rearranging the set of 
linear equations (2.92), we get: 
A£J> =Y2(lA ~YABV.r - V K D (2-93) 
V(l) =V + AVU) 
AZ? =YB~ULB -YBAV(* -YBCV^) (2.94) 
Vu) =V +AVU) 
y—B L-B,NL T ^Z-B 
AV^ = Yj:(lc ~YCAt'l ~YnV™) (2.95) 
The values of voltages used in the modified Gauss-Seidel method are the most 
recently computed values, whereas the voltages used in the implicit ZBUS methods are the 
values obtained in the previous iteration [28]. 
2.3.4 YBUS matrix iterative Gauss-Seidel method 
The YBUS matrix method is based on the iterative solution of the linear equation 
IBUS = YBUSEBUS for the bus voltages using the relaxation algorithm described in [17]. The 
principle is the same used for positive-sequence systems described in section 2.1.2. The 
bus voltage at each node k is computed iteratively as follows [28]: 
k Y 
1kk 
p — m k~l n 
y(ir Z^t
1MVl £j 1MVl (2.96) 
k 1=1 l=k+\ 
The YBUS matrix now is formed as in (2.89) including all the couplings present in 
three-phase systems and the voltage V vector has the dimension 3(2n)xl owing to the 
three phase representation in real and imaginary part at each node. Due to iterative 
methods converge slowly, acceleration techniques are used to speed up the convergence. 
The most popular acceleration method is the successive over-relaxation (SOR) which can 







A good choice of a can significantly improve the convergence, and some 
divergent cases can sometimes converge. 
2.3.5 Back and forward method 
This methodology was developed by Ciric in [22] for four-wire unbalanced radial 
distribution systems. The algorithm is described in detail below for a single line / placed 
between nodes / and j . Let us define the impedance matrix for a section / with neutral 




























Neglecting the shunt capacitances and assuming the same numbering scheme as 
in [23], the backward and forward proposed method consists of three steps. First, 
assuming a slack node with known voltage, the nodal current calculation at each iteration 
















gl (jh ,jh rhs 












Where for each phase (a, b, c, n, and g), It is the current injection at node /', St the 
scheduled power injection at node /, Vt the voltage at node i, and Yt the admittance of all 
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shunt elements at node /. Zgi is the sum of the ground impedance and ground resistivity. 
The second step is the backwards sweep, where section currents are calculated starting 





















. M« _ 
(h) 
(2.100) 
Where Ji and JM are the currents in sections / and m respectively, and M 
corresponds to the set of sections connected downstream to node j . The third step is the 
forward sweep, where bus voltages are computed starting for the root bus and moving 
















































The voltage in the grounded nodes has to be corrected with the following 
expression: 
Kh) = ZgnJihJ, i € {grounded nodes} (2.102) 
The convergence criteria is computed from the power at each node for all phases, 
neutral and ground. As example, for phase a, we have: 
A^.0» ~Lia Lie Y \V 
* ia\—ia 
W\ -s. (2.103) 













a = eJ2"3 (2.104) 
When uniform grounded earth is found in a system, Carson's equations allow us 
to reduce the 5x5 matrix to a 4x4 impedance matrix with ground implicit in the four 
conductors. Kron's reduction can also be applied in order to reduce further the matrix 
eliminating the neutral conductor and getting a 3x3 phase matrix size with both ground 
and neutral wire implicit [22]. Using Carson and Kron's approximations, any three-phase 
load-flow method can be applied to the impedance matrix defined in (2.98). 
2.3.6 Modified Augmented Nodal Matrix (EMTP-RV) 
The EMTP-RV algorithm is included in this section since this tool is utilized for 
the purpose of validating the present research work. EMTP-RV is a powerful tool for 
analyzing electromagnetic transient phenomena in power systems, and for solving multi-
phase unbalanced load-flow systems. Its load-flow solution is also essential for 
initializing time-domain system simulations. The EMTP-RV load-flow methodology 
developed by Mahseredjian in [32] is based on a multi-phase Newton formulation of the 
admittance matrix described in section 2.1.4, and is known as the modified-augmented 
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(2.105) 
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If the load currents are represented by subscript L and machine currents by 
subscript G, the network equations at each iteration k can be written as follows: 
Y„V„ + VJV + DJD + SJS + AU1L + AJGIG -In = f„= 0 (2.106) 
This formulation accounts for an arbitrary network that might include any EMTP-RV 
devices. The matrices AJI and AJG are adjacency matrices, vector Ip holds dependent 
branch currents (ideal transformers, for example), 1$ holds switch currents, II load 
currents, J_G machine generator currents, and In independent source injections. The 
Jacobian terms at the iteration k are found from the following system of equations: 
f(n
k) + YAVn + VcAIr + DCAID + SCAIS + AILML + A]GAIG = 0 (2.107) 
The equations to find the Jacobian terms are described as follows: 




• Ideal transformers between pair of nodes mk and ij 
Vk-Vm-gVi+gV^fD=0 
rih) +AVk-AVm- gAV, + gAVj = 0 (2.109) 
• Ideal switches between nodes k and m 
K-vn=fs=o 
f^-AVk-AVm=0 (2.110) 
AIS = 0, when a switch is open. 
• Load (single-phase branch) 
P = 3Rc{vLrL},md Q = 3lm{vLfL} 
VL=er+ J'ei , and h = K + Jh 
F-erir+eli,=fLP=0 
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fff -Aerir - Ae,/, -e,.Mr -e,M, = 0 (2.111) 
/ # - tse,ir + teri, - e,Mr + erM, = 0 (2.112) 
It contributes into the matrices CLPQ and DLPQ of the system (2.105). 
Machine current constraint (between k and m) 
/<;» -YGI(AVk -AVm -AEG)-AIG=0 (2.113) 
A£0 = a 
a 
AEGA , AEGA : Internal machine voltage (phase a). 
The above equations contribute into the matrices YGI, Bci, and YQE with: 
YGE = a 
a 
PV Machine with constraint on the magnitude of one phase/*: 





1 1 3 1 3 
- Ae + — Ae u-\ Ae, + - Ae ——Ae = 0 
*•» ra r rb *- w s ^rc r ic 
3 6 6 6 6 
1 A 1 A 3 A 1 A V 3 A 
• 3
 A ,̂a + 6'
Ae* ~ j terh + - Aeic + — Aerc. = 0 
(2.115) 
(2.116) 
The above equation contributes into the matrix Hs/. 
The complete set of equations required to form the Jacobian matrix can be found 
in reference [32]. 
The linearized system equations presented in (2.105) is solved with an iterative 
method starting with an initial voltage and current vectors. Each complex quantity is 
converted to a two-by-two block in the nodal matrix and each vector of unknowns 
includes real and imaginary parts. The numerical solver considers a "Minimum-degree 
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Ordering" (MDO) in the elimination process of the augmented nodal matrix at each 
iteration. 
The initialization in EMTP-RV starts from a steady-state phasor solution by 
replacing all the loads by equivalent shunt branches and by eliminating all other load-
flow constraints. This approach forces the system to become linear and allows finding the 
unknown vectors J^, Iy, Ip, and £y. The amplitude and phase of the voltage and current 
sources are those provided by the user. In cases where this information is not available 
from practical data or previous load-flow studies of the given network, the user can 
always enter perfectly balanced sources with phase-a set at zero degrees. Such situations 
might not be realistic for power transmissions constrain, but it is still expected to achieve 
convergence using the above steady-state phase solution guess. 
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3 POSITIVE-SEQUENCE EQUIVALENT MODELS OF MUTUALLY-
COUPLED MULTI-PHASE DEVICES 
The equivalent circuits of mutually-coupled multi-phase networks presented here 
were originally proposed by Alvarado [35] and Smolleck [37], and afterwards 
generalized by Chen [29,36]. The method produces a positive-sequence representation of 
all electromagnetically coupled and uncoupled components in electrical systems 
including multi-phase transmission lines, cables, transformers, loads, generators, voltage-
controlled regulators, and compensation devices. The procedure, which can be applied to 
the analysis of any unbalanced transmission or distribution network with or without 
transposition, produces no additional buses of a multi-phase system maintaining the same 
structure of the original system. 
This positive-sequence representation can be easily derived and understood in 
terms of elementary graph theory. Once this has been done, the branch elements can be 
determined by inspection for the majority of cases. The resulting elements can be easily 
added in the admittance matrix of the network, independently of the size of the system, 
after applying the inversion of a small and symmetric primitive impedance matrix. This 
method is theoretically exact and numerically stable. It has proven to be computationally 
robust for real and artificially complex transmission and distribution systems [34]. 
Most common devices are presented in this research work. The exceptions are the 
voltage-controlled devices, which are out of the scope of the present work. However, they 
could be included in the future by using the same iterative method implemented for 
representing constant power loads discussed at the end of this chapter. 
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3.1 Representation of transmission lines and cables 
The most general line representation, neglecting capacitive coupling, corresponds 
to a three-phase four-wire multi-grounded line configuration as shown in figure 3.1. 
There, the neutral conductor and the ground are explicitly represented as it is found in 
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Figure 3.1 General four-wire line and ground representation 



















Before developing this general case, let us first make some simplifications in 
order reduce this configuration to a three-phase three-wire line representation by applying 
the Carson's equations and Kron reduction [2,38]. 
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3.1.1 Carson's equations and Kron reduction 
Carson's equations permit to represent implicitly the ground coupling effect over 
the line wires [38]. Thus, for a four-wire line segment, the series impedance matrix 
elements, considering a uniform ground resistivity of 100 [Q-m] and a frequency of 60 
Hz, are given by: 
z,=r,+0.0953 +j0.\2\34x In 




= 0.0953 + J0.12134 x In 






Where r, is the conductor resistance, GMRt the conductor geometric means radius, 
and Djj the spacing between conductors /' andy with i, j e (a,b,c,ri). Thus, the impedance 
matrix Z?prim shown in (3.1) becomes: 
7C 
prim 
'ah uc an 
ba Zbb Zhc Zbn 
ca ch cc en 
"na nb nc nn 
Zc 
[Q/mi] (3.4) 
In addition, matrix (3.4) can be reduced to a 3x3 size matrix by using the Kron 











-hh ^bc [Q/mi] (3.6) 
ca cb 
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To complete the three-phase line model we need to know the reduced admittance 
matrix Brabc, which includes all the capacitive coupled elements [38]: 
Kbc = 
Ka Kb 
Ka Kb be 
K Kb K 
[juS/mi] 
The elements of Brabc are given by: 
£ l = 2 / r x / x [ c ; J {/Jsimi] 
Where, 
Paa Pab Pac 
Pla Pbb Pbc 
r r r 
Pea Pcb Pec 
[jUS/mi] 
The elements of P„bc before Kron reduction are given by: 
pn =11.176891n 










Where RDt is the radius of the conductor /, and Sy the spacing between conductors 




3.1.2 Three-phase mutually-coupled line model 
In positive-sequence load-flow solvers, a balanced three-phase line is typically 
represented by only its positive-sequence series impedance and two shunt admittances (ic 
model). In the proposed methodology, a three-phase line section k-m is represented by 21 
lines as shown in figure 3.2. There are 15 lines that represent the impedance matrix, and 6 
lines represent the capacitive mutual couplings. The 6 mutual capacitances can be 
paralleled with the 6 fictitious mutual inductances in order to reduce the number of lines 
to 15. The 6 shunt capacitances can be entered as shunt admittances in the single-phase TC 
line model connecting same phase buses (ka-ma, fa-nib, and kc-mc). These artificial lines 
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Figure 3.2 Positive-sequence equivalent circuit of a three-phase mutually 
coupled line section 
The bus admittance matrix YBUS_L of the line section circuit in figure 3.2 is 
obtained by multiplying the inverse of the primitive impedance matrix Zabc and the 
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y aa } ab J ac 
yba ybb y^ 
y ca y cb y cc 
(3.14) 
Thus, the equivalent three-phase YBusL matrix of the circuit in figure 3.2, 












































































This matrix is equivalent to the admittance matrix proposed by Alvarado in [35] 
for a three-phase coupled line between nodes k and m, and which derived from the nodal 
formulation as follows: 
rabc _ y v yubc 
1km ~ J Bus L A ^ km 
1 Bus 
abc , nahc 
Bk 
abc 
vane , n 








For an electromagnetically unbalanced three-phase transmission line, the 
admittance matrix is symmetric and it has a maximum of six different values, which are: 
yaa, ybb, Jcc, Yab, Ybc, and yac. As it was shown in chapter 2, the admittance elements of the 
system matrix YBUS are computed as follows: 
Ykk = Z (Admittances connected to bus k) 
yki - yik = -X (Admittances connected between bus k and /, k ^ /) 
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Thus, the values of the line impedance matrix elements of the equivalent three-
phase representation, which will be added to the complete system matrix YBUS, are given 
by: 
1 
z i y = - z . , = 2 . 7 . = „ ( 3 . 1 8 ) 
si] 
z , r = — (3.19) 
y<i 
with i, j , i',j'e (a, b, c). 
The mutual capacitive effects of the circuit in figure 3.2, are represented by the 
reduced matrix (3.7). Thus, six additional artificial lines have to be entered into the 
system matrix Fg„„ having the following impedances values: 
^=^r=-J-j- (3.20) 
V 
As it was explained before, the impedances derived from (3.20) can be paralleled 
to those derived from (3.18) in order to reduce the number of artificial lines. Finally, the 
mutual-susceptances bab, bbc, and bca should not add up to the sum of the diagonal 
elements. Therefore, the difference has to be added in a capacitor to ground whose phase 
value is given by: 
K = h» ~ Hb'i /'-/'e (*>*'c) (3-21) 
These shunt impedances need to be entered in both sides of the transmission lines 
connecting buses ka-ma, fa-nib, and kc-mc, divided by to two in order to get the definitive n 
model. 
The three-wire line model derived before can represent a three-phase line, a two-
phase plus explicit neutral conductor, or even a single-phase plus explicit neutral 
conductor and ground representation. The number of artificial lines of the derived model, 
neglecting the capacitive couplings, can be computed with the equation Np(Np-l)/2, 
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being Np two times the number of phases (or wires) n of the line section. For a three-
phase line Np is 6, which implies a number of artificial lines equal to 6x(6-l)/2=15. 
For a four-wire three-phase line, which can represent a three-phase line plus 
neutral conductor, a three-phase line plus explicit ground or a two-phase line plus neutral 
conductor and ground, the number of artificial lines is 8x(8-l)/2=28. Due to the 
complexity of the four-wire line model, the drawing of its circuit is not included in this 
report. However this model, which is derived in the same way as for the three-phase line 
model, is included within the developed algorithm and test cases in the validation 
benchmark. Even though the ground representation can be easily added in the line model, 
the difficulty of getting the ground resistivity data will usually lead us to represent the 
ground in an implicit way using Carson's equations. 
3.1.3 Two-phase mutually-coupled line model 
The two-wire representation can model a two-phase line or a single-phase plus 
neutral (or ground), which is extremely useful for distribution networks analysis. Its 
representation is similar to the three-wire line case, but the number of artificial lines is 
4x(4-l)/2=6. A two-phase line section k-m is represented by the circuit shown in figure 
3.3. 
Figure 3.3 Positive-sequence equivalent circuit of a two-phase mutually 
coupled line section 
The bus admittance matrix YBUS_L of the circuit of figure 3.3 is formed by 
multiplying the inverse of the primitive impedance Zab matrix and the branch-bus 
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The values of the line impedance matrix elements of the equivalent two-phase 
representation, which will be added to the complete system matrix YBUS_L, are given by: 
1 
Z . . = —Z-, = Z-< ., = —-
IJ IJ I J 
1 




With i,j, i'.j'e (a, b). 
Matrix Bab represents the mutual capacitive effect of the circuit in figure 3.3, and 
its elements are computed as in equation (3.8). 
3.2 Transformer representation 
The proposed transformers modeling method was first developed by Chen in 
[39,40,41], and it basically computes the admittance matrix formed by the connection of 
single-phase transformers units. Only the transformer leakage impedance is considered, 
which means that core losses are neglected. Most typical transformer connections models 
are derived in this section, including some unusual connections mostly used in 
distribution systems. 
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3.2.1 Three-phase transformer models 
Based on the assumption of single-phase transformers connected to form three-
phase transformers, the transformer admittance matrices are developed following the 
same approach as in the line model. Thus, performing the same nodal analysis, and 
determining the incidence matrix N, a three-phase delta-grounded wye transformer the 


























































Where yt is the per unit leakage admittance of the single-phase transformer. For 
the sake of simplicity, the leakage admittances of each phase are assumed to be identical. 
The parameters a and P represent the off-nominal tap at the primary and secondary sides 
of the transformer. Therefore, the ratio a/ft corresponds to the transformer ratio. The 
three-phase transformer model with the artificial coupled lines can be derived by 
inspection of the admittance matrix (3.26). The resulting circuit is shown in figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4 Positive-sequence equivalent circuit of a three-phase delta-
grounded wye transformer 
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Thus, the delta-grounded wye transformer the admittance matrix YBUS_T can be 
expressed as: 







111 1 111 
Y Y 
1111 x 1 
Where p and s indicate the primary and secondary sides of the transformer. The 
admittance sub-matrices used in forming the three-phase transformer admittance matrix 
YBUS_T for the most typical connections are given in table 3.1. 
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This three-phase transformer modeling is described in detail by Chen in [39], and 
Xiao in [41]. 
3.2.2 Open delta-open delta and open wye-open delta transformers 
The open delta-open delta and open wye-open delta transformer models for three-
phase distribution analysis are developed in [42] and [43]. Following the same approach 
as before, let us consider the circuit for the open delta-open delta transformer shown in 
figure 3.5. 
Figure 3.5 Two single-phase transformers for an open delta-open delta 
connection 
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The circuit in figure 3.5, corresponds to two identical single-phase transformers 





Then, applying the nodal analysis over the circuit and multiplying by the 
incidence matrix N, the resulting admittance matrix YBusT for the open delta-open delta 






















2z1 - z , 
-z, 
(3.29) 
The ratio «/«2 corresponds to the single-phase transformer ratio. Assuming the 
coupling coefficient equal to unity, we get: 
«, n. (3.30) 
and, 
2 X 2 
Z , Z , — Z M-, Z,Z^ — Z 
\ 2 m 2 1 2 m 
Z,Z^ - Z „ 
(3.31) 
Now, being yt the short-circuit admittance of a single-phase transformer, defined 
as: 
y, = • 
Z\Z2 Zm 
(3.32) 
And the parameters a, and /? equal to the off-nominal tap at the primary and the 
secondary sides of the transformer, the admittance matrix YBUS_T'\^ computed as [43]: 
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By inspection of the admittance matrix (3.33), the transformer model circuit with 
the artificial lines is shown in the figure 3.6. 
Figure 3.6 Positive-sequence equivalent circuit of an open delta-open delta 
transformer 







er - p2 "J aj3 
Another transformer connection, usually found in distribution networks, is the 
open wye-open delta connection [42], whose model is derived from the circuit shown in 
figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7 Two single-phase transformer for an open wye-open delta 
connection 
This connection permits to supply, for instance, a two single-phase plus neutral 
wire network from a three-phase system in the primary side, allowing feeding two-phase 
or single-phase to neutral loads. Following the same approach as before, the nodal 
admittance matrix YBUS_T for an open wye-open delta transformer connection is computed 




































By inspection of the admittance matrix (3.35), the transformer model circuit with 
the artificial lines is shown in the figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.8 Positive-sequence equivalent circuit of an open wye-open delta 
transformer 









3.2.3 Mid-tap transformers 
In general distribution loads are unbalanced involving single-phase and three-
phase loads merged in the same feeder. Thus, three-phase four-wire distribution 
transformers with grounded mid-tap on the secondary side are widespread in distribution 
networks [44]. These transformers are composed of either one single-phase transformer 
with three secondary wires, two phase-wires and one neutral wire, or one or two single-
phase transformers with only two phase-wires. Three-phase four-wire distribution 
transformers allow operating in unbalanced situations and contributing to both single-
phase and three-phase loads. Even though all mid-tap transformers can be modeled with 
the methodology presented in this research, only the three-phase grounded wye-delta and 
delta-delta mid-tap transformer models are developed in this section. 
The winding connection of a grounded wye-delta transformer with mid-tap on the 
secondary side is presented in the figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.9 Winding connection of a grounded wye-delta transformer with 
mid-tap on the secondary side 
Considering the effects of off-nominal tap ratio and the winding connections of 
primary and secondary sides, the nodal admittance matrix YBUS_T of the grounded wye-





























































The coupling-free circuit with the artificial lines of a grounded wye-delta three-
phase transformer with mid-tap on the secondary side is shown in figure 3.10. 
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Figure 3.10 Positive-sequence circuit of a grounded Wye-delta three-phase 
transformer with mid-tap on the secondary side 
Where j i , j2 , andyj, are computed as follows: 




The winding connection of a delta-delta transformer with mid-tap on the 
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Figure 3.11 Winding connection of a delta-delta transformer with mid-tap 
on the secondary side 
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Considering the effects of off-nominal tap ratio and the winding connections of 
primary and secondary sides, the nodal admittance matrix Ygusjr of the delta-delta mid-






























































































The electromagnetic coupling-free model with the artificial lines of a delta-delta 
three-phase transformer with mid-tap on the secondary side is shown in figure 3.12. 
k 2^3 
Figure 3.12 Positive-sequence circuit of a delta-delta three-phase 
transformer with mid-tap on the secondary side 










3.3 Generator representation 
A three-phase source is represented by its equivalent unbalanced Thevenin circuit 
[45] shown in the figure 3.13. 
T&D 
System 
Figure 3.13 Three-phase source equivalent circuit for unbalanced systems 
The Thevenin impedance matrix and the node voltages and currents are computed 
as follows: 
Z, Th abc Zba 
'ah 








The values of vectors Vabc and IabC are dependent on the bus type, which can be a 
swing bus, a PV bus, or a PQ bus. For a swing or slack bus, the voltage vector is known 
and the active and reactive power are determined by the system load-flow. For a PV bus, 
the voltage magnitude at the phase a and the active power are known, and the voltage 
angle and reactive power are the unknown variables. 
Three-phase sources are typically represented in positive-sequence simulators by 
one single-phase generator plus its internal impedance. Since the internal impedances are 
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coupled in real generators, a three-phase generator is modeled here by using three 
positive-sequence generators whose internal impedances Za, Z/,, and Zc are set up to zero 
and the real coupled internal impedance matrix is represented by the unbalanced and non-
symmetric matrix Ysusgen as shown in figure 3.14. The YBusgen matrix is the inverse of 
matrix Zri, „bc, which is formed from the sequence impedances of the three-phase 
generator. 
The reference node voltage will be the voltage at the terminal node of the phase a 
Va, and the internal voltage magnitude Ea will be computed iteratively. Due to the internal 
voltages must be balanced, the internal voltage magnitudes for phases b and c (Eb and Ec) 
at each iteration are forced to be equal to Ea with the angles -120° and +120° shifted 
respectively. The voltage initialization is set up to one for the magnitudes, and the phase 
angles 9a, 6b, and 6C are set to 0°, 120°, and -120° respectively. 
Remote voltage control Va 
E'a Ea | i 
I I ' 
Za » 0 ' 1 
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' • ~ 
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generators impedance 
Figure 3.14 Positive-sequence equivalent model of a three-phase generator 
Since positive-sequence load-flow simulators consider a single-phase 
representation, the three-phase power generation is divided by three. Therefore, the three-
phase power generation needs to be multiplied by three before being entered in our 
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algorithm in order to compensate the single-phase modeling assumption of the positive-
sequence solver. 
Phase-shift due to transformers connection leads or lags the initialization angle, 
which has to be represented in the initial values of all the buses downstream of these 
transformers. Usually a phase angle by voltage level is defined depending on the type of 
transformer connections in the network. 
3.4 Loads and shunt capacitors representation 
Typical load model known as constant current, constant impedance, and constant 
power are presented in this section. These load models generally found in transmission 
and distribution systems are included in the proposed three-phase load-flow 
methodology. 
The easier representation corresponds to the constant impedance load model, 
since a simple impedance is modeled and its power varies depending on the applied 
voltage. The equivalent circuit is presented in figure 3.15. 
T&D 
System 
Figure 3.15 Three-phase constant impedance load equivalent circuit 
The power vector for a constant impedance load is computed as follows: 
Sahc = Vahc x I'ahc = Vahc x [Yahc x Vahc ] (3.44) 
Sabc=VahAzlxVaJ (3.45) 
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Shunt capacitor banks are also represented as shunt capacitive impedances, thus 
they can be modeled by simple adding a single- or three-phase shunt branch whose initial 
constant reactance is calculated from the equation (3.45) considering both the nominal 
reactive power and voltage. The constant current and power models are determined with 
the same equation (3.45), but using in those cases an iterative methodology. 
Constant power loads can be easily represented in a positive sequence load-flow 
analysis by defining explicitly the values of P and Q as a balanced load connected to an 
infinite ground. However, in distribution systems, loads are often found connected to 
neutral or between phases. Thus, the positive-sequence representation does not work 
properly. An iterative voltage-dependent impedance based method is proposed here, 
where the load impedance is a function of the applied voltage. Let us define Ss, V$, Is and 
Zs as the specified nominal complex power, voltage, current and impedance. Thus, we 
get: 
Ss




Vs\ = afs\ (3.47) 
AZs=2a\Vs\AVs (3.48) 
Ps+Qs 
The voltage Vs can be approximated to a 1.0 in per unit in equation (2.48). Thus, 
the constant power impedance in each iteration is given by: 
Z„+1=Z„+AZn+1 (3.49) 
2„+1 = ocVl + 2aVn+1 AVn+l (3.50) 
Zn+,~a(Vt+2AVn+x) (3.51) 
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An acceleration factor lCp shown in (3.52), whose value is generally set between 
one and two, can be added in order to reach faster the final impedance, which 
corresponds to the specified constant power defined at the beginning of the process. 
Zn+]~a(V„
2+2ACPAVn+]) (3.52) 
The same approach is applied for constant current loads. In this case, the 









Including the acceleration factor Ice, the final impedance model for constant 
current loads is given by: 
Zn+l=0(Vn+AccAVn+l) (3.55) 
Using these load representations we are able to model all kinds of loads found in 
distribution systems. Delta- or wye-connected, single-, two-, and three-phase loads being 
either balanced or unbalanced can be represented with this iterative method. Similar to 
power generation, the three-phase loads have to be multiplied by three before being 
entered in the developed algorithm. 
3.5 Neutral wire and ground representation 
Conventional positive-sequence load-flow software's do not include an explicit 
representation of neither neutral wire nor ground resistivity. On the contrary, they always 
assume balanced three-phase systems with a perfect infinite ground for loads, 
transformers and generators. In the proposed methodology, both neutral wire and ground 
are represented as explicit lines [22]. 
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The infinite ground or zero reference voltage is also explicitly included, and for 
that purpose a zero-voltage bus has to be modeled. In distribution systems, zero-voltage 
reference or ground is mainly found in single-phase to neutral loads, and grounded wye-
connected transformers and generators. The most effective zero voltage reference bus 
representation is obtained by adding a PV bus at each required ground node, with voltage 
and power set to zero. Figure 3.16 shows a positive-sequence representation of a load 










Figure 3.16 Explicit zero-voltage reference bus in a positive-sequence load-
flow representation 
By adding a zero value PV generator bus it is possible to represent the infinite 
ground in any system using a positive-sequence load-flow software. There are other ways 
of representing a zero-reference voltage such as by setting a zero nominal voltage bus, 
but in those cases it is not always possible to keep a zero voltage level in the selected bus. 
3.6 Initial Conditions 
A favorable starting approximation is sometimes necessary for successful 
convergence of large systems when Newton's method is used. The flat voltage start, 
where voltage magnitudes are set equal to their scheduled (or nominal) values and angles 
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equal to the slack node voltage angle, is usually sufficient. Thus, for a three-phase 
program the angles at each node is set equal to the angle of the slack reference bus which 
is usually 0°, -120°, and -120° for phases a, b and c respectively. 
There are some situations for which this initial guess is not a sufficiently good 
start. It has been found that the flat start followed by one cycle of successive 
displacements without overcorrection is consistently favorable. As would be expected, a 
more accurate initial approximation reduces the number of iterations required for 
solution. In a series of related problems the previous solution is usually a good start for 
the next problem. However, since the method converges rapidly from a flat start and 
checking for adjustments can take place after only two iterations, it is hardly worthwhile 
using any other starting method. Using the voltages of a related case would save only one 
iteration. 
As it was mentioned in section 2.1.8, Gauss-Seidel load-flow iterations take very 
low processing time, thus the idea of using the Gauss-Seidel method to set up initial 
conditions for the Newton's method is very attractive for very large systems. However, 
the starting method chosen for the purpose of this research was the flat start followed by 
one cycle of successive displacements [12]. 
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4 UNBALANCED MULTI-PHASE LOAD-FLOW PROGRAM 
The algorithm developed is composed of two modules. The first and main module 
corresponds to an optimized balanced positive-sequence load-flow solver widely utilized 
in the power systems industry. The second module, developed in Fortran-95, has the 
function of modeling and converting multi-phase systems to positive-sequence equivalent 
system that will be solved by the positive-sequence load-flow solver. The main advantage 
of the proposed methodology is its capability to simulate a multi-phase load-flow 
network with any existing positive-sequence solver readily available in the power system 
industry. 
4.1 Flowchart of the multi-phase load-flow algorithm 
Since the positive-sequence load-flow algorithm used in this research project is a 
registered commercial product, its code will not be shown. A general description of the 
multi-phase algorithm is depicted in the flowchart of figure 4.1. 
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LOAD-FLOW NODE , 
VOLTAGE RESULTS/ 
^ r 
( END J 
Figure 4.1 Multi-phase load-flow program flowchart 
4.2 Input-output data 
A special multi-phase load-flow input data format was developed as a part of this 
research, which corresponds to a modification of the standard IEEE common data for the 
exchange of solved load-flow data, whose complete description can be found in reference 
[46]. This IEEE multi-phase input format, partially shown in figure 4.2, is composed of 
different device modules such as bus data, branch data, transformer data, and so on. 
The output data format includes the magnitude and phase angle of the voltage at 
each node of the system. The node voltage data will be used to validate the proposed 
methodology against the results obtained from the EMTP-RV load-flow package. 
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'"•NEW TEST CASE FROM EMTP.NET FILE*— 
BUS DATA FOLLOWS N° ITEMS 
n ~ . Number of _ _ „ ,. Voltage N Bus mane Phase Status . Bus Type Voltage " 
phases Pu 
PV PO Qlark 
1 BUS xx A,B,C On/Off 1,2,3...n r v ' r u f """'• WV 1.0000 
ground 
-999 
BRANCH DATA FOLLOWS N" ITEMS 
From bus To bus Line name Phases Status , Capacity 
phases 
Bus_xx Bus_yy Line_xx ABC On/Off 1,2,3...n MVA 
-999 
TRANSFORMER DATA FOLLOWS N° ITEMS 
From bus To bus Tr. name Phases Connection Status 
phases 
Bus_xx Bus_yy TransLxx ABC YgYg, DYg.... On/Off 1,2,3 
-999 
END OF DATA 
anale Load Generation Shunt Compensation 
0", 120°, • Constant Constant Rated Reactive 
120° P,Q P,Q power Q 
Impedance matrices for n wires 
[Rn;1] [Rn2] [Rnn] 
[Xn1] [Xn2] [Xnn] 
[Bn1] [Br>2] [Bnn] 
-. .^ Primiry/Secondary , „ ,_ .. Prim/Sec 
Capacity ., , ' Zpu X/R ratio , „ 
Voltage tap-off 
MVA kV/kV %Pbase times 1.00/1.00 
Figure 4.2 IEEE Multi-phase load-flow input data format 
4.3 Multi- to single-phase converting algorithm 
Multi-phase to single-phase (or positive-sequence) converting algorithm is the 
most important contribution of this research work. Its purpose is to convert a multi-phase 
system into an equivalent positive-sequence system. The input of this program is the 
modified IEEE multi-phase format shown in figure 4.2 and, as a result of the conversion 
process, an output data file is generated in a suitable single-phase format which will be 
read by the positive-sequence optimized load-flow solver. The basic structure of the 
conversion algorithm is described as follows: 
• Network device sample structure 
The networks devices are characterized as objects or structures called 
Type. Each structure is composed by the relevant parameters associated with 
the correspondent device. In the case of the object Bus the relevant attributes 
are: number, name, phase, state (on/off), number of phases, type of bus, 










End Type Bus 
Type structure definition 
The Type structure is defined as an object with an allocatable dimension, 
which means that the size of any Type vector is defined by the system 






• Four-wire line sample model 
The code below shows the positive-sequence equivalent representation 
structure for a four-wire line. Once the primitive impedance and shunt 
admittance matrix data is allocated, the Zprim matrix inversion routine is called 
and then the new impedance matrix is formed including all the coupling lines. 
Then the information is converted to a per unit base system and prepared to be 
entered into the new positive-sequence YBus system matrix. 
Do k= 1,NumBranches 
m=BranchArray(k)XNumCond 
n=BranchArray (k) JSNumCond 




!BuiId ZL for matrix inversion 
Do i=l.m 
Do j"l,n 
B(i, j )=cmplK(0, BranchArray (k)5SB(i, j )) 
ZL(i, j)=BranchArray(k)5jR(i, j) 
ZI(i, j+n)=BranchArray(k)>:X(i, j) 
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) %Name= = BranchArray (k) %NodeFrom) 
=BusArray(i 
NewKV = (Vbase/L i neKVBase) ** 2 
Do 
End 














=BranchArray (k) S!B (i, j 
then 
)/HewKV 
• Grounded wye-delta transformer sample model 
A similar approach is implemented for the transformer modeling, but in 
this case it is not needed to perform any matrix inversion and the positive-
sequence representation is more direct as is shown below for a three-phase 
grounded wye-delta transformer connection. 
!Yg-D transformer model 
Else If ((TransfoArray(k)%Connection(3:)=='YgD').and. 
(Transf oArray(k)5iState= = l)) Then 
Zbt =Vbase**2/Transf oArray(k) ?iPnom 
rt =Transf oArray(k)%Z/sqrt(Transf oArray(k) ?SX_R**2+1) 
xt=TransfoArray(k)%Z/sqrt(l+(l/TransfoArray(k)?;X_R)**2) 
Ztpu=cmplK(rt,xt) 
Zt=Ztpu*Zbt !System base 
Yt=l/Zt 
alpha=Transf oArray (k) %TapP 









These are some examples of how the converting algorithm works and how the 
different multi-phase devices are represented in an positive-sequence environment. 
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4.4 Positive-sequence load-flow solver 
A simplified flowchart of the positive-sequence load-flow algorithm, extracted 
from [4], is shown in figure 4.3. This solver uses the Newton methodology and the 
optimal sparse matrices ordering proposed by Tinney in [12] and [13]. The Newton 
methodology and the numerical solution method presented in this section have been 
described in chapter 2. 
OUTPUT 
BUSBAR VOLTAGES /+ 
AND LINE FLOWS 
f END J 
















OF MATRIX J 
Figure 4.3 Positive-sequence load-flow algorithm flowchart 
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4.5 Data format converting algorithm 
This algorithm has the function of converting either EMTP-RV Nestlist data 
format to multi-phase IEEE load-flow input data format, or inversely IEEE input data 
format to EMTP-RV Nest-list data format. The code was written in Python, a language 
widely used to handle different text formats and data files. This program was developed 
for result-validation purposes. EMTP-RV has a function that permits to run load-flow 
simulations directly from editable text files, without having to draw the network in its 
graphical user interface (GUI). This function allows the running of large systems with 
thousands of buses and the testing of computer simulation time. Some devices samples of 
the EMTP-RV Nestlist format are listed below. 








































• Single-phase constant PQ load 
_PQload;Load_xxA;1;1;BUS_XXA, 
kVRMSLL,PkW,QkVAR,0,free,1,0, 
• Three-phase slack source 
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_ S l a c k , BUS_xxA; 
frec,kVRMSLL,0, 
_ S l a c k 
_ S l a c k , 
BUS_xxB 
BUS_xxC 
3ph; l ;BUS_yyA, 
1 / 1 , 
;3ph 
;3ph 







4.6 Illustrative test case 
To better understand the methodology developed, a simple illustrative case is 
included in this section. The case is composed by a three-phase 13.8 kV slack generator, 
one non-transposed three-phase transmission line, one 13.8/6 kV 2.0 MVA delta-
grounded wye connected transformer (Zr=6.0%), and an unbalanced constant power load 
at the secondary side of the transformer as is shown in figure 4.4. 
BUS1 
1.00/_-0.0 






















Figure 4.4 3-Bus illustrative case EMTP-RV diagram 
Since this case has been initially drawn on the EMTP-RV GUI, the first step is to 
generate the EMTP-RV Nestlist file, and then convert it to the modified IEEE multi-
phase data file format. The complete data files for this case are shown in Appendix A. 
The second step is to run the algorithm, which converts the three-phase network in an 
positive-sequence equivalent network representation, and then to generate the LFNetflle 
file shown in appendix A. The latter file uses a special load-flow data format that is 
required for the positive-sequence load-flow solver. After reading the file, the positive-
sequence solver runs the load-flow simulation and generates the bus voltage vector 
results. 
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The methodology computes first the admittance matrices for the three-phase line 
section using equations (3.14) and (3.16), and for the A-Yg connected transformer using 
equation (3.26). Taking the line parameters of the primitives impedance matrices listed in 
the EMTP-RV Netlist file of Appendix A, we get: 
ylim _ 7 
IalK ~ A abc 
' 0.4576 + yi .078 0.156+ y0.5017 0.1535 + /0.3849' 
0.156+ ;0.5017 0.4666 + j \ .0482 0.1580 + j0.4236 
0.1535 +jO.3849 0.1580+ ;0.4236 0.4615 + 7I. 0651 
(4.1) 
yline __ 
" 0.4866-71.0090 - 0.2364 + y0.3463 -0.0853+ ;0.2250' 
- 0.2364+ J0.3463 0.544I-7I .0455 -0.1448 + ̂ 0.2746 










}act S ah }ac }aa J ah J ac 
y b a y b b y h c -yba -ybb -ybc 
yca ych ycc yea ycb y cc 
y aa y ah J ac J ua s ab y ac 
~yba ~ybb ~ybc yba y b b ybc 
yea ycb y cc y ca y cb y cc 
Thus, the impedance values expressed in ohms [Q] of the equivalent positive-
sequence representation of figure 3.2 for the three-phase line in figure 4.4 are given by: 
1 l =1.3446 + j 1.9698 (4.4) 
= 1.5025+72.9494 ( 4 > 5 ) 











-0.2364 + 70.3463 
1 
-0.1448 + y0.2746 
1 





y a a 0.4866-71.009 
1 1 
'W 
y h h 0.5441-71.045 
- 0.0853+ 7'0.2250 
= 0.3878 + 70.8041 
0.3917 + 70.7526 (4.8) 
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zcc, = — = — •• = 0.3837 + y0.8547 (4.9) 
ycc 0.4372-y0.9737
 v } 
The shunt capacitive admittances expressed in Siemens [5] are computed with 
equation (3.21). 
^ = ^ - ^ - ^ = 5 . 6 7 1 2 + 1.8362 + 0.7034 = 8.2198 (4.10) 
K =K-K~K =5.9774 + 1.8362 + 1.169 = 8.8926 ( 4 . n ) 
K =K~ba<:-K. =5.3911 + 0.7034 + 1.169 = 7.2635 (4.12) 
The transformer impedance values z/, 22 and Z3 of figure 3.4 are easily computed 
with equations (3.27), and the results expressed in ohms [Q] are: 
yt =-L = 0.03433 + 70.17164 (4.13) 
z, 
— = 3 = 3.36135 + j 16.80676 
y\ y, (4.14) 
22 = • - = — = 1.12045 + y5.6022 ( 4 < 1 5 ) 
y2 y, • \ > 
z, = l = -3 = 1.9407 + ;9.7034 (4.16) 
J3 y, 
The impedance values computed above correspond to the same values listed in the 
LFNetfile of Appendix A, for the three-phase line section and the A-Yg connected 
transformer. The admittance matrix for the three-phase A-Yg connected transformer is 



















































With these impedance matrices the total system admittance matrix YBM is formed 
as follows: 
Yt Bus 
rc£] r yline -i L Iabc J [o] 
[-C] K abc 
[o] 
/we • y/ram/T r y transf-\ 
abc 
[ y transf -i [YTsf] 
(4.18) 
9x9 
The 9x9 system matrix I W o f (4.18) is formed using the 3x3 line and transformer 
Yabc sub-matrices obtained from (4.2) and (4.17) respectively. 
The load values as well as the power generation are entered multiplied by three 
into the LFNetfile. Finally, the positive-sequence algorithm is performed and the bus 
voltage results are compared with the results obtained by EMTP-RV as is shown in table 
4.1. 






































5 TEST SYSTEMS AND RESULTS VALIDATION 
In addition to the simple 3-Bus system presented at the end of chapter 4, three 
more complex test systems were used to compare the accuracy, performance, and 
robustness of the proposed methodology. The first test case corresponds to a modified 
IEEE 34-Bus unbalanced distribution system presented by Ciric in [22]. The objective of 
this test case is to validate the accuracy of a simple unbalanced radial distribution 
networks against EMTP-RV and to compare also the results with the fast iterative 
unbalanced distribution load-flow software CYMDIST. 
The second case presented corresponds to a 40-bus system developed with the 
purpose of validating most of the devices and complexities found in distribution and 
transmission systems such as, generators, transformers, meshed and radial networks, 
coupled and uncoupled lines, different load representations, single-, double-, three- and 
four-wire lines, three-phase, phase-to-phase, and phase-to-neutral loads, and fixed shunt 
capacitor banks. Many of these characteristics are hardly ever modeled in either 
conventional positive sequence load-flow or in fast iterative radial distribution 
applications. That is the main reason for using the EMTP-RV load-flow package for 
accuracy and robustness validation purposes. 
The last test system presented in this chapter corresponds to a large meshed and 
ideally-transposed distribution network of 2,600 buses. The purpose of including this 
case is to validate the performance and robustness of the methodology presented in 
comparison with EMTP-RV and the fast iterative software CYMDIST. 
5.1 Modified IEEE 34-Bus Distribution Test Case 
The modified IEEE 34-bus unbalanced radial distribution feeder is shown in 
figure 5.1. Its loads and line parameters were obtained from reference [47]. This test case 
pursues to validate the multi-phase load-flow methodology presented against EMTP-RV, 
and to compare also the results with the iterative forward-backward sweep distribution 
solver CYMDIST. Since the purpose of this first test is to validate the accuracy of the 
methodology, a perfect line transposition was assumed in the system. 
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Even though similar simulation times were obtained in comparison with EMTP-
RV, the fast iterative sweep solver is still faster than the standard Newton's methodology 
used in the proposed methodology. This IEEE 34-bus version has been modified with 
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Figure 5.1 Modified IEEE 34-Bus distribution model 
The results for the voltage magnitudes and angles obtained by each solver are 
listed in Table 5.1 and 5.2 respectively for a convergence criterion of 10"6 MVA. 
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From the table above, it can be observed that the largest voltage magnitude error 
is only 0.28%, even though the voltage in some nodes is quite low, which shows also the 
convergence robustness of the methodology. 
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The results for voltage magnitude and phase angle are quite similar for the three 
methodologies. This first validation test corresponds to an unbalanced radial system with 
constant single-to-ground and three-phase constant power loads. The next case allows 
comparing and validating results for a more complex composed Transmission-
Distribution system. 
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5.2 40-Bus Transmission and Distribution Test Case 
Most load-flow solvers are able to model and simulate either balanced 
transmission or unbalanced line-transposed distribution networks, but few can integrate 
and simulate both systems at the same time. Large R/X ratios, line transposition, load 
unbalancing, meshed distribution networks, neutral wire representation, phase-to-phase, 
phase-to-neutral and phase-merged loads are among the typical features and devices 
found in real electrical networks which are not modeled by commercial load-flow 
software. EMTP-RV load-flow package is the exception and that is the reason for 
choosing it as the validation tool. The main difference between EMTP-RV and the 
proposed methodology is that EMTP-RV is a tool which has been developed as a multi-
phase load-flow solver and the developed methodology, on the other hand, utilizes a 
positive-sequence solver. In fact, it could utilize any positive-sequence load-flow solver 
existing in the power energy industry. Figure 5.2 shows the 40-Bus EMTP-RV test case 
developed for validation purposes. 
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Figure 5.2 40-Bus Transmission-Distribution EMTP-RV model 
The 40-Bus test case is composed of three areas defined as transmission, primary 
and secondary distribution networks. The system network includes: 
• One slack and two PV generators feeding the system in 135 kV. 
• Non-transposed coupled three-phase lines and three-phase constant power 
loads. 
• Two 50 MVA grounded wye-grounded wye three-phase transformers to step 
down the voltage from 135 kV to 24.9 kV 
• Three 10 MVA delta-grounded wye connected transformers to step down the 
voltage from 24.9 kV to 13.8 kV. 
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• One fixed three-phase 300-kVAR capacitor bank 
• Three 5 MVA distribution transformers which step down the voltage from 
13.8 kV to 400 V and 280 V. 
• Both radial and meshed networks as well as phase-to-phase, phase-to-neutral 
RL loads were modeled in the distribution area, and the neutral wire was 
explicitly included in the distribution line models. 
The results for the voltage magnitudes and angles obtained are listed in Table 5.3 
and 5.4 for a convergence criterion of 10" MVA. The fast iterative backward-forward 
sweep solver is not included in this validation test due to its convergence and capability 
restrictions. 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The results obtained with the proposed methodology are quite similar to those 
obtained with EMTP-RV. The maximum voltage magnitude mismatch found was 0.6% 
for the buses involving phase-merged loads. This small round-off errors exhibited can be 
significantly minimized by considering a small convergence tolerance, and large 
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numerical precision for loads and impedances parameters, above all for systems with 
large nominal voltage ratio defined as the division between the maximum and the 
minimum voltage level in the system. Voltage ratios for isolated transmission or 
distribution systems can vary by 10 to 30 times, but a composed transmission-distribution 
systems such as the 40-Bus test case presented above can reach voltage ratios between 
500 and 3,000 times. Another way to minimize this round-off error is by using an 
intermediate system base voltage for the per-unit data calculation. 
Only two iterations are required to reach the solution for both EMTP-RV and the 
proposed methodology. 
5.3 2,600-Bus Distribution Test Case 
The purpose of this test case, whose diagram is shown in figure 5.3, is to compare 
the performance and robustness of the methodology with EMTP-RV and C YMDIST. As 
it was mentioned before, this test system corresponds to a large meshed, ideally-
transposed, and load unbalanced distribution network. The performance has been tested 
on a Pentium 4, 2GHz.-speed processor and 512MB-memory computer. The simulation 
time and number of iteration for each solver are presented in table 5.5. 
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Figure 5.3 2,600-Bus Distribution Test Case System 
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The simulation time presented in table 5.5 includes the data reading time, which is 
not minor for large networks. Considering this and taking into account that the proposed 
methodology has not been optimized in terms of programming, the simulation time seems 
to be quite reasonable. The fast iterative sweep solver presents the lowest simulation 
time, but a largest number of iterations. EMTP-RV takes a smaller amount of time on 
data reading, but a longer time for the iteration process in comparison with the proposed 
methodology, which seems to be an advantage for the latter taking into account that the 
data reading process can be easily optimized. The robustness of EMTP-RV and the 
proposed methodology is quite similar and much better than that of the fast solver taking 
into account the high number of iterations required for the latter to converge. The largest 
mismatch found for voltage magnitudes was lower than 0.1%. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
The present research work has involved the development of a methodology for 
solving multi-phase load-flow analysis using an existing positive-sequence load-flow 
solver based on the Newton's methodology with a direct numerical solver and optimal 
ordering. The proposed methodology has been presented in previous works, but none of 
them has been implemented in a positive-sequence based load-flow program. 
The integration of both transmission and distribution systems in one simulation as 
well as the ability of accurate modeling all typical devices found in real transmission and 
distribution systems are the major contributions of this research work. The principal 
advantages of the proposed methodology can be summarized as follows: 
• The inherent capability of solving multi-phase systems, which is very 
attractive for distribution networks applications involving explicit neutral wire 
and ground representation. Multi-phase systems include line sections with any 
combination of phase conductors and neutral wires such as single-phase, 
single-phase plus neutral, two-phase, two-phase plus neutral, three-phase, 
three-phase plus neutral, and so on. 
• The capability of modeling parallel multi-phase circuits with their 
corresponding electromagnetic couplings. 
• Explicit representation of different types of loads such as single, double or 
three-phase are accepted. 
• Delta- or wye-connected loads being either balanced or unbalanced can be 
modeled. 
• Ideally transposed and non-transposed lines can be modeled with this 
methodology due to its ability of representing electromagnetic couplings 
existing between phases and nearby circuits. 
• The capability of simulating large systems including both radial and highly 
meshed networks thanks to its matrix formulation and robust convergence 
properties. 
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• All kinds of transformers connection can be represented with this 
methodology including unusual connection found in distribution networks 
such as open wye or delta connection, and mid-tap transformer. 
• Large voltage ratios (Vmax/Vmi„) as well as large X/R ratios for the line 
parameters are also supported. 
• The capability of modeling and simulating large composed transmission and 
distribution systems, and complex configuration such as phase-merged loads, 
which are loads connected between phases of different branches or feeders. 
• Other devices such as shunt and series compensation and voltage-controlled 
devices can be also represented. 
The simulation results presented in chapter 5 have shown to be the very accurate. 
The highest voltage mismatch found is under the 0.2% and it could rise up to 0.5% for 
large voltage ratios in the simulated systems. Nonetheless, this small mismatch can be 
eliminated by considering a larger precision in the per-unit parameters computing, 
minimizing the round-off numerical errors. The number of iterations is low and very 
similar to what is obtained by EMTP-RV, showing the high robustness of the presented 
methodology. The test performed for the 2,600-bus case has shown that the simulation 
time reached by the developed algorithm close to the time exhibited by EMTP-RV. The 
simulation time measured for all the test cases included both the data reading and the 
simulation time. 
Future developments can be conducted on several topics. One of them is the 
modeling of voltage-controlled devices that, although excluded from this work, can be 
easily added by the means of an iterative process. In addition, much more efficient 
programming algorithms could be investigated and implemented in order to improve the 
performance of the proposed methodology for large systems simulations. 
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APPENDIX A: Data for illustrative case of section 4.6 
EMTP-RV Nest list data file 





! Subcircuit definitions 









































_PI;PI 1 a;6;2;BUS 1 a,BUS2a, 
3,l,0,lOhm,0,luS,0,l,l,l,l, 
_PI;PIlb;6;2;BUSlb,BUS2b, 
_PI;PI 1 c;6;2;BUS 1 c,BUS2c, 
0.4576 0.1560 0.1535 
0.1560 0.4666 0.1580 
0.1535 0.1580 0.4615 
1.0780 0.5017 0.3849 
0.5017 1.0482 0.4236 




0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
_PQload;Loadl; 1; 1 ;BUS3a, 
6kVRMSLL,500kW,0,250kVAR,0,60,l,0, 
_PQload;Load5; 1; 1 ;BUS3b, 
6kVRMSLL,350kW,0,150kVAR,0,60,l,0, 
















Modified IEEE Multi-phase data file 
****NEW CASE COMES FROM SAMPLE TEST CHAP 4-6.NET FILE**** 
BUS DATA FOLLOWS 9 ITEMS 
1BUS1 A 1 3 3 13.8 1.00000 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 10.0000 5.0000 
2BUS1 B 1 3 3 13.8 1.00000-120.000 0.0000 0.0000 10.0000 5.0000 
3BUS1 C I 33 13.8 1.00000 120.000 0.0000 0.0000 10.0000 5.0000 
4BUS2 A 1 3 0 13.8 1.00000 0.00000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
5BUS2 B 1 3 0 13.8 1.00000-120.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
6BUS2 C I 30 13.8 1.00000 120.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
7BUS3 A 1 3 1 13.8 1.00000 0.00000 0.5000 0.2500 0.0000 0.0000 
8BUS3 B 1 3 1 13.8 1.00000-120.000 0.3500 0.1500 0.0000 0.0000 
9BUS3 C I 3 1 13.8 1.00000 120.000 0.6200 0.3000 0.0000 0.0000 
-999 
BRANCH DATA FOLLOWS 1 ITEMS 
BUS1 BUS2 LINE1 A B C 1 3 0.457600 0.156000 0.153500 0.000000 
0.000000 0.156000 0.466600 0.158000 0.000000 0.000000 0.153500 0.158000 
0.461500 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.00000 
1.078000 0.501700 0.384900 0.000000 0.000000 0.501700 1.048200 0.423600 
0.000000 0.000000 0.384900 0.423600 1.065100 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
0.0000 
5.671200 -1.83620 -0.70340 0.000000 0.000000 -1.83620 5.977400 -1.16900 
0.000000 0.000000 -0.70340 -1.16900 5.391100 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
0.000000 
-999 
IMPEDANCE LOADS DATA FOLLOWS 0 ITEMS 
-999 
106 
TRANSFORMER DATA FOLLOWS 1 ITEMS 
BUS2 BUS3 Trasfl ABC DYg 1 3 2.00000 13.8000 6.00000 0.06000 
5.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
-999 
END OF DATA 
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Positive-Sequence solver LFNetfile data file 









Ins_Load,load,BUS3 A, 1.5000,0.7500 
Ins_Load,load,BUS3B, 1.0500,0.4500 
Ins_Load,load,BUS3C,1.8600,0.9000 
Ins J, W,Gener,BUS 1 A, 10.0000,13.8000,0.000,0.1,0.1,0 
Ins_SW,Gener,BUS IB, 10.0000,13.8000,-120.000,0.1,0.1,0 










Ins_Line,line3Ph,BUS 1 A,BUS2B,-1.3443,-1.9699,0,0,0 
Ins_Line,line3Ph,BUSlA,BUS2C,-l.4734,-3.8864,0,0,0 
Ins_Line,line3Ph,BUSlB,BUS2A,-1.3443,-1.9699,0,0,0 
Ins_Line,line3Ph,BUSlB,BUS2C,-1.5025,-2.8497,0,0,0 
Ins_Line,line3Ph,BUSlC,BUS2A,-1.4734,-3.8864,0,0,0 
Ins_Line,line3Ph,BUSlC,BUS2B,-1.5025,-2.8497,0,0,0 
Ins_Line,DYg3Ph,BUS2A,BUS2B,3.36135,16.80676,0,0,0 
Ins_Line,DYg3Ph,BUS2B,BUS2C,3.36135,16.80676,0,0,0 
Ins_Line,DYg3Ph,BUS2C,BUS2A,3.36135,16.80676,0,0,0 
Ins_Line,DYg3Ph,BUS2A,BUS3A,1.94068,9.70339,0,0,0 
Ins_Line,DYg3Ph,BUS2B,BUS3B,1.94068,9.70339,0,0,0 
Ins_Line,DYg3Ph,BUS2C,BUS3C,1.94068,9.70339,0,0,0 
Ins_Line,DYg3Ph,BUS2A,BUS3C,-1.94068,-9.70339,0,0,0 
Ins_Line,DYg3Ph,BUS2B,BUS3A,-1.94068,-9.70339,0,0,0 
Ins_Line,DYg3Ph,BUS2C,BUS3B,-1.94068,-9.70339,0,0,0 
Ins_Shunt,DYg3PhShunt,BUS3A,6.53721,-32.68602 
Ins_Shunt,DYg3PhShunt,BUS3B,6.53721,-32.68602 
Ins_Shunt,DYg3PhShunt,BUS3C,6.53721,-32.68602 
